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This research addresses the need for increased interoperability between the varied 

access control systems in use today, and for a secure means of providing access to remote 

physical devices over untrusted networks. The Universal Physical Access Control System 

(UPACS) is an encryption-enabled security protocol that provides a standard 

customizable device control mechanism that can be used to control the behavior of a wide 

variety of physical devices, and provide users the ability to securely access those physical 

devices over untrusted networks. 

The protocol specifies the role of a parent network node which is a server responsible 

for managing access to one or more child nodes, each of which is used to actuate a single 

physical device. A trusted key server is required to facilitate mutual authentication 

between users and resource parents prior to their engagement with each other in fulfilling 
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users’ requests for management of their remote physical devices. The protocol 

encompasses six phases of operation, each of which may be executed independently. In 

the Resource Registration phase, users establish ownership of a resource parent and 

reserve it for future use. In the Child Node Addition phase, resource parent owners may 

add a new child node to their portfolio. In the Child Node Deletion phase, resource 

parent owners may delete a child node from their portfolio. In the Access Rights 

Modification phase, users with access rights to a child node may transfer all or a subset 

of those rights to another user. In the User Deletion phase, resource parent owners may 

revoke the access rights of another user to one of their child nodes. And finally, in the 

Child Node Actuation phase, users issue commands to a resource parent in order to 

control the behavior of the physical device connected to one of its child nodes. 

Formal verification of the UPACS protocol proves that it satisfies several important 

security properties, including reachability and observational equivalence of terms 

exchanged between protocol participants, and correspondence properties of events 

occurring during execution of the protocol.
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Motivation 

Physical access control systems are being increasingly deployed to control the 

behavior of remote physical devices in the presence of an untrusted network channel. 

However, there is no commonly accepted standard for either their architectural design or 

their implementation of security methods. There is therefore strong interest within the 

research community for a comprehensive standard that could be universally applied to 

provide secure physical access control. 

The many physical access control systems in use today are largely incompatible with 

each other. Each system controls access to its protected physical devices by providing a 

proprietary interface between the user’s access equipment and the system’s proprietary 

equipment deployed at the physical device to be protected. Facilities owners or managers 

contemplating switching service providers are faced with a limited number of choices, 

and there is little opportunity to re-use any equipment owned prior to the switch. There is 

therefore a strong need for an access control system that functions across all 

manufacturer and device type platforms and provides for the seamless interchange of 

access control equipment between service providers while still ensuring secure access to 
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protected physical devices. Such a system would be universally applicable and provide a 

well-defined interface between access control equipment and protected physical devices 

which would be consistent across all manufacturer platforms and service providers. 

The subject of this dissertation is the proposal of a Universal Physical Access Control 

System (UPACS) which provides a universal framework for secure access and control of 

a broad range of distributed physical devices over untrusted communication channels, 

suitable for both local and remote applications. The proposed protocol could be used to 

control access to physical devices in many types of locations, for example industrial 

plants, security critical public infrastructure, and even homes and other private buildings. 

The protocol could be implemented regardless of the relative locations of the users and 

the physical facilities to be protected. 

1.2 Problem Statement 

Access control of remote physical devices by its nature requires the exchange of 

messages between users and servers over a public, and hence untrusted, communication 

channel. This presents several challenges for honest protocol participants, who have to 

contend with a plethora of security attacks as they exchange information with each other. 

To combat these challenges, several key requirements must be met. First, there must exist 

a means of exchanging messages in such a way that the contents of those messages are 

unobservable or undetectable by adversaries who, because messages are exchanged over 

a public channel, can freely inspect them. Second, the communication protocol must 

defend against unauthorized access and manipulation of protected physical devices.  

Third, it must be possible for authenticated users to transfer access rights among each 
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other, preferably without the need for administrative assistance. Fourth, to enable 

universal applicability, there must be a common configurable network entity that could 

be deployed to control the behavior of any type of physical device. Finally, the protocol 

must accomplish its primary task – secure access and control of a user’s remotely or 

locally deployed physical devices. 

The Universal Physical Access Control System was designed to satisfy those 

objectives and to solve the problem created by the lack of interoperability between the 

various physical access control systems in use today. 

1.3 Background 

The current state of the art is fractured with regard to the presence of a complete non-

proprietary end-to-end solution for physical access control. Most current research efforts 

in this area are concerned with authentication between the access equipment and the 

system protecting the physical end device, but do not address the critical requirement for 

designing the interface to the physical end devices to be controlled [13] [14] [15] [16] 

[19] [20] [21] [22] [25] [26] [27] [28] [34] [35] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [72]. Conversely, 

a number of protocols define the interface with the physical end device but do not employ 

a meaningful authentication scheme [1] [3] [4] [6] [7] [46]. Also, many of the proposed 

protocols that define an interface to the physical end device are limited to local 

application [2] [46] and cannot be used as a component of a remote application solution, 

and most are limited in the types of physical end devices they can control [2] [7] [45] 

[46]. And though access rights management is a mature technology used in other types of 

computer and network applications [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [3] [16] [17] [18], 
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access control protocols in the literature have largely ignored this critical requirement for 

effective ongoing administration of a remote physical access control system. 

Furthermore, some proposed protocols exhibit excellent security properties whereas 

others respond poorly to a thorough security analysis [15] [22] [27] [13] [34] [35] [40] 

[51] [72]. 

There is therefore dire need for a non-proprietary physical access control solution that 

provides secure authentication of communicating principals, features a well-defined 

physical end device interface, can be used in a remote access control application, offers 

comprehensive post-installation access rights management capabilities, and has verifiably 

sound security properties throughout its scope of application. 

1.4 Contribution 

The Universal Physical Access Control System (UPACS) advances the state of the art 

by defining the physical device control units as standard versatile configurable devices 

capable of being configured to interface with a wide variety of physical devices and 

device types. It can be configured to execute an unlimited number of command types, 

providing for future extensions.  It can be implemented as a component (a single chip or 

logic set) in any equipment made by any manufacturer to the proper specifications, 

thereby guaranteeing its universal applicability as its name implies. 

1.5 Remainder of Dissertation 

In the remainder of the dissertation a literature review will be discussed in Section 2, 

highlighting the most important and relevant technologies inspiring the development of 
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UPACS. In Section 3 the UPACS protocol is discussed in detail; Section 4 provides a 

formal verification of the UPACS protocol using the protocol verification tool Proverif; 

Section 5 presents the results of a case study involving related access control protocols; 

Section 6 discusses a reference implementation of UPACS, in particular highlighting the 

messages exchanged between protocol participants; Section 7 presents a concurrency 

analysis of the UPACS protocol; and in Section 8 is the conclusion and plans for future 

work. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Access control systems have been deployed in many applications in everyday life [1] 

[2] [3] [4] [5] [6]. They are used to restrict access to critical industrial plant facilities [7], 

for example an electrical power grid. They are also used to control access to government 

and military facilities and security critical infrastructure, and are increasingly employed 

to control access to residences and residential appliances.  And aside from merely 

controlling access to physical devices, access control systems are increasingly 

incorporating well-established network access rights management principles and 

techniques [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [3] [16] [17] [18]  to ensure that there is a 

mechanism in place for seamless reconfiguration of the access rights of the system’s 

users to meet changing access rights and permissions requirements. In particular, users 

must be able to delegate some or all of their access rights to other users of their choice 

without the need for supervisory interaction [10] [17], and users with ownership or 

supervisory rights must be able to freely reconfigure the rights of all subordinate users, 

including revocation of their access rights, as provided for in [19]. 

There are two broad categories of access control systems [20]. Mechanical access 

control systems allow access only when there is a mechanical match between an access 

device and a blocking device. One simple example of such a system is a lock and key or 

unlocking combination, with the lock blocking access to protected resources until a key 
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or unlocking combination is used to gain access. Unfortunately, this type of system is 

useful only when the user is physically present at the blocking device along with the 

access device and cannot be used remotely. Another limitation of mechanical access 

control systems is that any required security enhancements to the system may require 

costly replacement, reconfiguration or re-issuance of all access equipment, and as such 

may be difficult to implement [20]. 

Unlike their mechanical counterparts, electronic access control systems rely upon an 

electronic match between an access device and the access control system. User 

authentication is performed by means of an electronic authentication protocol, and can be 

done either locally or remotely. Compared with mechanical systems, such systems are 

more suited to rapid adaptation to meet changing deployment requirements. As a 

consequence, electronic access control systems have evolved much more rapidly than 

their mechanical counterparts, and have benefitted from the development of several 

electronic authentication protocols. 

2.1 Electronic Authentication Protocols 

A fundamental requirement of a successful physical access control system is 

authentication [21] [22] [20] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33]. Users 

need to be authenticated to the server tasked with managing access to the protected 

physical resources, and to avoid various forms of security attacks, servers need to be 

authenticated to the users as well. Therefore mutual authentication [25] [27] [13] [14] [34] 

[10] [35] has become an essential component of physical access control systems. 

Currently the four most technologically important categories of electronic authentication 
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protocols are those based largely on cryptography [21] [2] [8] [10] [19] [3] [16] [17] [12], 

biometrics [23] [36] [31], Physical Unclonable Functions (PUFs) [29] [37] [38] [39], and 

access cards [22] [20] [26] [27] [28] [13] [34] [40] [15] [41] [18]. Each class of protocol 

makes use of a secret key or access mechanism by which a user can gain access to 

protected resources. However, as with mechanical access control systems, there are 

strengths and weaknesses inherent in each type of approach. In particular, it is easy to 

understand how compromise of the access key could jeopardize the effectiveness of the 

protocol, though it must be noted that this is less of a risk factor with regard to biometric 

protocols, which are also subject to the additional limitation of not being suitable for 

transfer of access rights among users [28]. 

It must be pointed out that these classes of electronic authentication protocols are by 

no means mutually exclusive with regard to their applicability to physical access control 

systems. Many physical access control protocols incorporate a combination of two or 

more of these methods to provide multi-factor authentication [42] [27] [28] [43] [20] [23] 

[44] [34] [19] [45] [18] [46]. In particular, a large percentage of authentication protocols 

utilize some form of encryption [2] [8] [27] [13] [14] [15] [10] [19] [3] [16] [17] [12]. 

For example, many smart-card based protocols rely in part on cryptography [26] [43] [27] 

[13] [18], while others apply two or more of the same type of authentication method, 

such as two or more criteria for biometric authentication [23]. 

2.1.1 Cryptography-based Protocols 

Cryptography uses keys to provide secure communication between two entities. 

There are two categories of cryptographic protocols: symmetric protocols and 
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asymmetric protocols. A good reference on the subject of cryptography can be found in 

[47]. 

Symmetric cryptographic protocols use a single key for both encryption and 

decryption. Two well-known examples of symmetric cryptographic protocols are the 

Data Encryption Standard (DES) and Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) protocols. 

Once adopted as the United States federal government standard for exchange of sensitive 

documents, DES is now considered to be no longer secure [47] due to its 56-bit key size 

limitation. It has since been replaced by AES, which allows key sizes up to 256 bits. 

However, even AES is not as secure as it once was as available computing power that can 

be used to attack systems protected by AES grows sharply [47]. 

Asymmetric cryptographic protocols use a public key and a private key to provide 

secure communication between two entities. The public key is used by a sender to 

encrypt messages intended for a chosen recipient, and the private key is known only by 

the intended recipient, who uses it to decrypt messages it receives that were encrypted 

using its published public key. Examples of asymmetric cryptographic protocols are RSA 

(named after its inventors Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir and Leonard Adleman), Diffie-

Hellman with the Digital Signature Algorithm (DH/DSA), and Elliptic Curve 

Cryptography (ECC). 

RSA encrypts messages using a public key algorithm based on the product of two 

very large prime numbers, and decrypts messages using a private key algorithm based on 

the two prime numbers used to create the associated public key [47]. Due to the difficulty 
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of factoring the product of two very large prime numbers to recover the factors given 

only the product, RSA has proven to be a very secure encryption protocol. However, 

increases in computer processing power used by attackers require explosive growth in 

RSA key sizes in order to continue to provide the same level of security. Diffie-Hellman 

with the Digital Signature Algorithm (DH/DSA) is an improvement on RSA and achieves 

its strength from the difficulty of solving the discrete logarithm problem. DH/DSA 

computes a function y = (gx)mod p, where p is a very large prime number and g and x are 

smaller than p. Encryption using public key y and decryption using private key x are done 

by solving the (tractable) exponentiation problem. However, unauthorized decryption 

requires solving the discrete logarithm problem which is intractable for very large p [47], 

since although y is known, x is not. Unfortunately, as with RSA, increases in compute 

power used by attackers requires explosive growth in key sizes in order to maintain the 

same level of security. 

ECC is an improvement upon DH/DSA that also requires growth in key sizes in order 

to keep up with increased attacker computing power, but more modest growth than 

required by DH/DSA [47]. It is similar to DH/DSA in that successful attacks require 

solving an intractable discrete logarithm problem. However, the prime field upon which p 

is defined is a set of points on an elliptical curve, with specific rules as to how to get from 

any point on the curve to the next point in sequence. ECC defines points P and Q on an 

elliptical curve y
2
 = x

3
 + ax + b such that Q = kP, where Q is a public key and k is its 

corresponding private key. Encryption using public key Q and decryption using private 

key k require solving a (tractable) elliptic curve multiplication problem. However, 
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unauthorized decryption requires solving the elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem, 

which is intractable for very large p [47] since although Q is known, k is not. However, 

although the required growth in key sizes to keep pace with the growth in available 

attacker computing power is not as steep as for DH/DSA, it is still substantial and 

represents a limitation of even this class of cryptographic protocols. 

2.1.2 Biometrics-based Protocols 

Biometric authentication uses unique characteristics of individual users to identify 

and authenticate them to the system. Among the more commonly used identification 

features are the user’s iris, retina, fingerprint, palm print, voice, face or signature, as these 

are considered to be unique for each person [23]. Other features studied include 

peculiarities in eye movements [16] and electroencephalogram (EEG) signals [15]. 

However, to avoid security breaches due to the unauthorized imitation of one of these 

features, it is common for biometrics-based protocols to employ multi-factor 

authentication, basing classification on more than one identification feature [3], for 

example voice and fingerprint. 

However, biometrics-based protocols suffer from the limitation that access privileges 

cannot be transferred among users [28], and in addition they are exposed to security 

breaches if the reference database is compromised. 

2.1.3 Chip-level Authentication Protocols 

Often access devices are identified and authenticated using protocols based on an 

encrypted key digitally stored in non-volatile memory. Such protocols are able to 
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authenticate a device to the system if its stored key is present in the system’s reference 

database. However, digitally stored keys are vulnerable to security breaches, and 

protocols based on encryption are impractical for power-constrained devices [24]. To 

solve these problems, devices can be uniquely identified by employing a Physical 

Unclonable Function (PUF) [24] [29] [30] [37]. A PUF is a function determined from the 

random peculiarities of the fabrication characteristics of individual integrated circuits, for 

example transistor delay signatures along specific paths [24]. It is known that when 

integrated circuit chips are fabricated, the timing delays along wiring and transistor paths 

through the integrated circuit are unique for each IC, and as such represent a unique 

identifier for each IC. A PUF creates a set of challenges and responses that comprise a 

lock to which there is only one key: the specific IC for which the lock was created, thus 

allowing authentication of only the correct device. 

However, PUFs are susceptible to bit-flipping [39] and device aging [38]. Timing 

differences between signals propagated through the IC along two paths of similar length 

sometimes change such that the slower path becomes faster than the previously faster 

path, resulting in a phenomenon known as bit-flipping. As a consequence, the correctness 

of operation of any PUFs built using the paths in question will be adversely affected [39]. 

Even without bit-flipping, as the IC gets older absolute propagation timings along various 

paths may change, thereby affecting PUF accuracy [38]. Yet another limitation of PUF 

security is that it is vulnerable to compromise in the event of unauthorized access to the 

PUF challenge-response pair reference database, or to eavesdropping of the challenge-

response pairs exchanged between legitimate users and the system [29]. 
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2.1.4 Access Card Authentication Protocols 

Access card authentication protocols use identification (ID) information stored on an 

access card and an authentication algorithm to determine if the access card with the given 

ID is allowed access to the requested resources. They may also determine the user’s 

appropriate level of access to each resource and restrict access accordingly. An 

acknowledged best practice is to avoid storing sensitive access control information (such 

as user passwords) on the server but to store any required information on the card itself, 

and several protocols have been designed around this principle [41] [26] [13] [22] [25] 

[15]. And to further enhance security, some access card authentication protocols employ 

multi-factor authentication [27] [28] [45], combining card authentication with other 

authentication factors, such as a user’s password. In general, access control protocols can 

be segmented into four execution phases: the Registration Phase, the Access Request 

Phase (or Login Phase), the Verification Phase, and the Password Change Phase [25] [22] 

[26] [27] [13] [34] [15] [41]. 

Registration Phase: In the registration phase, the user submits his ID and password to the 

server, which then creates an access control list with appropriate permissions for each 

server resource and stores it along with a hash function on a new access card to be issued 

to the user. 

Access Request Phase: In the access request phase, the user requests access by presenting 

his access card to the server along with his ID and password, and the access card sends a 

request to the server for the pre-assigned access levels. 
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Verification Phase: In the verification phase, the server verifies the validity of the user 

and request, verifies that the requested resource access levels are as pre-assigned, and 

approves/denies the request as appropriate. If the request is approved, the server sends the 

approval response to the card, which then attempts to verify the validity of the approval 

and the server. 

Password Change Phase: This procedure allows the user to change his password as 

required. 

2.1.5 Security Analysis 

A security analysis reveals the system’s vulnerability to various forms of attack, and 

its ability to protect its users and their data as well as the system’s data from their harmful 

effects. There are several known forms of security attack described in the literature. 

Attacks on User Anonymity and Privacy 

This form of attack [27] [13] [14] [40] [48] [15] [49] threatens to expose the user’s 

identity allowing the attacker to know details about the user. Users need to be able to 

engage in execution of an access control protocol without unwanted exposure of their 

identity, which in many cases is a first step toward several other forms of security attack. 

User Masquerade Attacks 

A User Masquerade Attack occurs when an attacker attempts to impersonate a legitimate 

user and communicates directly with the server or other protocol participant while 

pretending to be the legitimate user [13] [14] [22] [26] [34] [40] [41]. Such attacks could 
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lead to compromise of the user’s private information as well as unauthorized access to the 

physical devices to which the user has access permissions.  

Server Masquerade Attacks 

A Server Masquerade Attack occurs when an attacker impersonates a legitimate server 

and communicates directly with the user or other protocol participant while pretending to 

be the legitimate server [13] [14] [22] [26] [34] [40] [41]. This is a particularly pernicious 

attack because it may give the attacker unrestricted access to users’ confidential 

information and enable many other forms of attack, including Eavesdropping Attacks. 

Eavesdropping Attacks 

In these attacks [27] [14] [50] the adversary may not attempt to communicate with either 

of the honest protocol participants, but may listen in on the communication and gather 

information to later use to do harm to the system and its users. 

Replay Attacks 

In this form of attack [13] [14] [15] [26] [27] [34] [50] [49] [41], an adversary may record 

a message between honest protocol interlocutors and replay it at a later time to gain 

unauthorized access to the system. If such an attack is not deterred it could have 

detrimental effects, such as a security door being unlocked after the user has locked it. 

Forgery Attacks 

In this form of attack [26] [27] [30] [35] the attacker attempts to change the contents of 

intercepted messages and data, which could lead to outcomes of protocol execution much 

different from what was intended by the honest protocol participants. As a consequence, 
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both users and servers could end up with invalid data that they believe to be valid. This 

form of attack could also occur if the attacker gains access to data residing on the user’s 

access device or on the server and attempts to perform unauthorized modifications. 

Man-in-the-Middle (MITM) Attacks 

An adversary [13] [27] [29] [10] [44] [45] may intercept messages exchanged between 

honest protocol participants and inject his own messages, all the while making them 

believe they are communicating with each other. 

Stolen Verifier Attacks 

In this form of attack [26] [13] the user’s access device that stores information enabling 

authentication to the authentication server is lost or stolen and ends up in the possession of 

an attacker, who could then use it to impersonate the user and gain unauthorized access to 

the system. 

Reflection Attacks 

In this form of attack [13] an adversary may simply reflect the message sent by an honest 

protocol participant. For example a user may send a message to the server signaling his 

intent to engage in a session and when he receives his own reflected message he may think 

that he is receiving a reply from the server. Depending on the design of the protocol this 

false reply may be sufficient to trigger the next message or action of the user and lead to 

unintended consequences, such as disclosure to the attacker of the user’s password. 
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Password Guessing Attacks 

The adversary may try many different combinations of characters or try previously 

harvested passwords in an attempt to discover the correct password that allows him to 

successfully complete a protocol session using the user’s access credentials [22] [26] [34]. 

Stolen Password Attacks 

As with Password Guessing Attacks, this form of attack [26] [13] [41] could allow the 

attacker to successfully complete a session using the user’s access credentials. 

Session Key Security Attacks 

Some access control protocols rely upon the establishment of a session key exchanged 

between the protocol participants to ensure certain security properties including secrecy of 

exchanged information. Attacks on the secrecy of the session key itself [13] [49] could 

lead to an attacker gaining unauthorized access to user confidential information and 

gaining the ability to impersonate either interlocutor and engage in a successful execution 

of the protocol.  

De-synchronization Attacks 

In access control protocols the temporal context of each message is very important, as well 

as the ordering of the messages exchanged between protocol participants. One way in 

which de-synchronization occurs is when a message used in one protocol session is 

somehow re-used in a subsequent session. Because the temporal context of a message may 

make it invalid in a session to which it does not belong, the protocol if faced with such an 

attack [14] [51] [35] [45] may become de-synchronized. For example, a message 
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including timestamps if played in a session to which it does not belong could lead to de-

synchronization. 

Denial-of-Service Attacks 

In this form of attack [27] [50] [35] the attacker may send repeated messages to the server 

which, even though they may not allow him to execute the protocol with the server, may 

consume the server’s resources as it responds to the attacker’s spurious messages, thereby 

preventing the server from servicing the requests of its honest users. Such attacks could 

also be performed on users or their access equipment, thereby preventing them from 

engaging in protocol execution. 

Insider Attacks 

An insider attack in the context of access control [26] [27] [41] is an attack by a person 

with some level of access to the facilities of one or more honest protocol participants, most 

likely the authentication or access control server. The insider may be able to circumvent 

normal access procedures and gain unintended access to the server and its data, including 

user passwords. Armed with a user’s password the insider may then be able to, depending 

on the design of the protocol, impersonate the user and gain access to the user’s data and 

physical devices. 

Privilege Elevation Attacks 

A user with previously valid but now revoked resource access rights may attempt to 

access resources at the revoked access levels in an attack known as a Privilege Elevation 

Attack [13]. For example, a user who previously had the access rights that allowed him to 
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send a command to start a motor and another command to stop the motor but now only has 

access rights to stop the motor may make use of his past access rights and still attempt to 

start the motor. 

Parallel Session Attacks 

A parallel session attack [13] [27] [52] occurs when an adversary attempts to intercept 

messages between the server and a legitimate user and establish a simultaneously running 

session with the server while pretending to be the legitimate user. 

2.1.6 Lightweight Protocols 

In many access control applications the access device is resource constrained. For 

example, RFID tags are often power-constrained devices that cannot afford the 

computational cost of an elaborate authentication scheme or of encryption features. In 

such cases it is important for the access control protocol to be lightweight, which is a 

desirable feature incorporated in several authentication and access control protocols [21] 

[25] [29] [14] [34] [35] [41] [51] [5]. 

2.1.7 Formal Security Verification 

It is important to be able to verify both the correctness of operation of a security protocol 

and the security properties of the protocol. Formal verification methods allow us to 

provide a mathematical basis for verification of correctness capabilities of an access 

control protocol as well as proof of its security properties. A significant amount of work 

has been down in developing reasoning regarding methods for verifying security protocol 

properties [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59], and several tools are available that can be 
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used to provide automatic formal methods of security protocol verification. These tools 

include Automated Validation of Internet Security Protocol and Applications (AVISPA) 

[49] [60], Proverif [61] [62], UPPAAL [63], Coloured Petri Nets (CPN) [64], Mur phi 

[65] [66], CSP and FDR [67] [68] , NRL [69], TAPS [70], and Slede [71].    
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3. UNIVERSAL PHYSICAL ACCESS CONTROL SYSTEM 

3.1 Overview 

UPACS is a communication protocol providing secure access to a wide variety of 

physical devices and the ability to control the behavior of those devices over an unsecure 

network, such as the internet. As such it provides secure access to physical devices from 

anywhere there is an internet connection. It is made up of four main components: a user 

interface from which requests to interact with remote physical devices can be made; a 

resource controller known as a resource parent node which is accessible to the user over 

any public or private network; local device controllers known as child nodes, that are 

placed on location wherever a physical device is to be accessed and manipulated; and the 

services of a trusted key server capable of administering cryptographic key management 

over the network. The protocol is designed to withstand network attacks enabled by the 

use of public untrusted networks in fulfilling the requirements for users to interact with 

remote physical resources, which may be any assortment of homes, physical plants, public 

infrastructure, or any other physical facilities for which secure remote access is required.

Messages exchanged between protocol participants may be sent over a public 

channel, thereby allowing an attacker to freely inspect and attempt to manipulate them. 

The protocol uses symmetric and asymmetric encryption techniques to protect the 
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secrecy of these messages, with a trusted key server tasked with the responsibility of 

facilitating mutual authentication of the other protocol participants. 

In the execution of the protocol, users request services from resource parents, each of 

which controls access to one or more child nodes. Each child node is a customizable 

device control unit that protects access to a single physical device, and authorized users 

may send commands to the child nodes to control the behavior of the devices under their 

control. 

A child node may be deployed anywhere on the network, since the protocol is not 

limited in terms of geographical placement of managed resources. Examples of physical 

devices that may be controlled by a child node include doors, windows, lights, medical 

devices, sensors, chemical devices, nuclear devices, and so on. 

 

Figure 1 – Minimal Resource Parent Node 

Resource parent nodes require a CPU, a real time clock (RTC) to provide timestamps, 

a GPS to provide location, flash memory to provide non-volatile storage of user and 

parent identities and nonces as well as device commands and user permissions, an RF 
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Figure 2 – Minimal Child Node 

transceiver to allow secure configuration of child nodes, and a GSM module for 

global network identity. A child node requires only a CPU, RF transceiver and a small 

flash memory to store its commands and behavioral logic. Figure 1 depicts a minimal 

resource parent node and Figure 2 depicts a minimal child node. Figure 3 models a 

building being protected by a system of n UPACS child nodes. 

Providing secure access to a physical resource using the Universal Physical Access 

Control System begins with the registration of the physical resource. We use the terms 

physical resource and physical device such that a physical resource is the collection of 

physical devices associated with a single resource parent. Resource registration assigns a 

unique identity to the resource’s parent node and is necessary before any of the other 
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Figure 3 - UPACS Resource Parent Node with n Child Nodes 

protocol phases could be executed. The six execution phases of the protocol are listed in 

Table I. 

The owner of a resource registers its resource parent P during the Resource 

Registration phase, and subsequently may add any required child nodes Ci, i > 0 during the 

Child Node Addition phase. There is no limit to the number of child nodes that may be 

added to a resource. Child nodes no longer needed may be deleted during the Child Node 

Deletion phase. Only resource owners may add or delete child nodes. 

Users may delegate or assign resource access rights to other users during the Access 

Rights Modification phase. A user does not have to be the resource owner in order to 

assign or delegate child node access rights to another user. Any user may initiate Access 

Rights Modification and transfer all or a subset of his access permissions to another user 

without the need for supervisory interaction. The protocol is resilient to Privilege 

Elevation attacks, preventing users from ‘transferring’ access permissions greater than 

their own. 
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Table 1 – UPACS Execution Phases 

 

Users no longer required or allowed to actuate a given device may be deleted by 

means of User Deletion. Note that deletion of a user applies only to the specific child 

node from which they have been deleted, and does not affect that user’s ability to access 

any other child nodes that they have been assigned to manage. This allows users to be re-

assigned to manage new devices as needed. Only resource owners are authorized to 

delete users. 

The physical devices that are controlled by individual child nodes may be actuated by 

authorized users during the Child Node Actuation phase. A user may receive child node 

actuation permissions on a per command basis either from the resource owner or from 

another user with approved access to the child node.  
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UPACS is extendible, allowing for an unlimited number and type of physical end 

devices that could be controlled, and for the configuration of each child node to satisfy 

the unique requirements of the physical device that it is tasked to control, thereby 

ensuring sustained adequacy in meeting the requirements necessitated by future 

technological development. Prior to Child Node Addition, the child node is a virgin 

embedded device capable of being custom configured to behave as required by the 

creating user. Child Node Addition could then be used to download a custom state 

machine to the child node, allowing the protocol to be used to accommodate future 

technological requirements for new physical end devices.  

The protocol provides secure access to physical resources, each of which comprises a 

single resource parent P and one or more child nodes Ci, i > 0, each of which controls 

access to a single physical end device. A user Ux may access the devices controlled by 

child nodes Ci only indirectly through resource parent P. Secure communication between 

P and all users Ux relies upon a trusted key server S. 

Users access resources by exercising two types of resource access rights: resource 

level access rights and command level permissions. Resource level access rights 

determine the types of protocol tasks a user may initiate. Allowed resource level tasks are 

Resource Registration, Child Node Addition, Child Node Deletion, Access Rights 

Modification, and User Deletion. Table II shows the possible resource level access rights 

a user can have. Users who are not resource owners may only exercise the specific 

command level access permissions they have been assigned. The single exception to this 
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rule is Access Rights Modification, which may be performed by any user with command 

level access permissions. 

Command level permissions are required for any user wishing to perform Child Node 

Actuation, allowing the user to send commands to the child node in order to control the 

behavior of its associated physical end device. 

As a first step in the execution of any of the protocol’s six execution phases the user 

and resource parent must first be authenticated to each other, making use of the services 

of a trusted key server. 

3.2 Mutual Authentication Between User And Resource Parent 

The resource owner U0 has an asymmetric key pair: a secret key skU0 and a public key 

pk(sKU0). Similarly the resource’s parent node P has an asymmetric key pair: secret key 

skP, and public key pk(skP) which is known to U0. 

To begin mutual authentication, U0 first sends a request for P’s public key to trusted 

key server S. 

 U0→S : request(pk(skP)) 

S returns P’s identity and public key, signed with its secret key skS: 

 S→ U0 : sign((P , pk(skP)), skS) 

U0 generates a fresh nonce NU0 and sends its identity and nonce to P, encrypted with P,’s 

public key. 

 U0→P : encrypt((U0, NU0), pk(skP)) 
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Table 2 –UPACS Access Rights Requirements 

P decrypts the message to recover U0 and NU0 and sends a request to key server S for U0’s 

public key: 

 P→S : request(pk(skU0)) 

S returns U0’s identity and public key, signed with its secret key skS: 

 S→ U0 : sign((U0 , pk(skU0)), skS) 

P generates a fresh nonce NP and sends NP, NU0 and its identity to U0, encrypted with U0’s 

public key: 

 P→U0 : encrypt((NP, NU0, P), pk(skU0)) 
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U0 decrypts the message and if the message contains its nonce it knows it is 

communicating with the right resource parent. It then sends back P’s nonce NP along with 

its request for execution of one of the six protocol phases, encrypted with its own nonce 

NU0. When P receives and decrypts this message, if the message contains its nonce NP then 

mutual authentication is complete and P will process U0’s request: 

 U0→P : sencrypt((req, NP), NU0) 

3.3 Resource Registration 

A user Ux may register a new resource R for subsequent secure access. Registration 

assigns a unique identity ResourceID to R’s resource parent P known only to the creating 

user Ux, who must provide to P his current location LC and the current timestamp TC, 

which are encrypted and used by the protocol in creating ResourceID. Resource 

Registration must be performed before any of the other phases of the protocol can be 

executed. 

Any user, including an attacker, can attempt Resource Registration, but successful 

completion of this phase is contingent upon the user successfully authenticating to the 

trusted key server S and to the resource parent P. 

From location Lx, Ux sends resource parent P’s nonce NP and a request for resource 

registration RREQ to resource parent P, encrypted with its own nonce NUx and waits for 

acknowledgment RREQ_Ack from P: 

 Ux→P : sencrypt((RREQ, NP), NUx) 

 P→Ux: sencrypt((Ux, RREQ_Ack), NP) 
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Upon receiving P’s acknowledgment RREQ_Ack Ux sends to P its location Lx and the 

current timestamp Tx, encrypted with its nonce NUx.  

 Ux→P : sencrypt((Lx, Tx), NUx) 

P decrypts the message with Ux’s nonce to retrieve Lx and Tx, which it then uses to 

compute its resource identity ResourceID by encrypting Lx, Tx and NUx with its own nonce 

NP. 

P registers Ux as the owner of resource ResourceID, stores its identity ResourceID in 

persistent memory and sends ResourceID and confirmation of successful registration 

RREQ_Confirm to Ux, encrypted with NP. 

 P→Ux: sencrypt((RREQ_Confirm, ResourceID), NP) 

Ux decrypts the message with NP to recover RREQ_Confirm and ResourceID, which it 

records as the identity of the newly registered resource.  

3.4 Child Node Addition 

A user creates a new child node Ci, i > 0 capable of executing 1 or more commands 

Cmdj, i > 0, j > 0. For each command Cmdj, i > 0, j > 0 the node can perform action Actij, 

i > 0, j > 0. Successful creation of the node gives the creating user the requested 

permission (perm)j to execute each Cmdj. No access permissions are defined for other 

users during the child node addition phase, but permissions can be subsequently assigned 

during the Access Rights Modification phase.  The protocol is open-ended with regard to 

the definition and number of command/action pairs that can be specified, allowing for 

unlimited future expansion. Prior to adding a child node, the protocol first verifies that the 
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requesting user is the owner of the selected resource. In creating a new child node Ci, P 

generates a fresh random child node identification cNode, which it stores and also sends to 

the requesting user to be used for future child node access.  

As many child nodes Ci, i > 0 as are required may be added to any resource after its 

resource parent P has been initialized with its secret identity ResourceIDr. Each child node 

Ci can be located anywhere a network connection can be established between itself and P. 

Any user Ux may attempt to add a child node Ci as follows: 

Ux sends resource parent P’s nonce NP and a request for child node addition AREQ to 

resource parent P, encrypted with its own nonce NUx and waits for acknowledgment 

AREQ_Ack from P: 

 Ux →P : sencrypt((AREQ, NP), NUx) 

 P→ Ux: sencrypt((Ux, AREQ_Ack), NP) 

Upon receiving P’s acknowledgment AREQ_Ack, Ux sends to P the resource’s identity 

ResourceIDr encrypted with its nonce NUx. Ux also sends to P all the data necessary to 

initialize the new child node Ci. 

 Ux→P: sencrypt((ResourceIDr), NUx) 

 Ux→P: sencrypt((PermUxij=True, Cmdij, Actij), NUx), j > 0 for all commands j 

that child node Ci can execute, where PermUxij is the Boolean permission of 

user Ux to issue command Cmdij and Actij is the action that child node Ci will 

perform upon receiving command Cmdij. 
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P decrypts the messages with Ux’s nonce to retrieve ResourceIDr and all node 

initialization data (PermUxij, Cmdij,, Actij), j > 0 and if Ux is the registered owner of 

ResourceIDr then P generates a new random child node identity cNode to be the identity 

of the new child node Ci and initializes Ci with all (PermUxij, Cmdij,, Actij), j > 0. 

P then sends ResourceIDr, cNode and confirmation of successful child node addition 

AREQ_Confirm to Ux, encrypted with NP. 

 P→Ux: sencrypt((AREQ_Confirm, ResourceIDr, cNode), NP) 

P also adds a row for each command Cmdij, j>0 to the resource’s access control matrix 

acMUij = [Ux,x>0   cNodei,i>0   PermUxij,i>0,j>0   Cmdij,i>0, j>0]: 

[Ux      cNode     PermUxij=True     Cmdij] 

For commands Cmdij, j=1,m P computes the resource’s new access control matrix acM'Uij by 

vertically concatenating rows [Ux      cNodei     PermUxij=True     Cmdij] to acMUij as in 

Figure 4.  

 

Figure 4 - Effect of Child Node Addition on Resource Access Control Matrix 
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Ux decrypts P’s confirmation message with NP to recover AREQ_Confirm, ResourceIDr 

and cNode, which it records as the identity of the new child node Ci.  

3.5 Child Node Deletion 

This task may be used to delete any existing child node Ci, i > 0, and remove all 

permissions (perm)ij, i > 0, j > 0 to execute all commands Cmdij, i > 0, j > 0 for all users. Prior to 

processing a child node deletion request, the resource parent first checks that the specified 

child node identity is valid, i.e. for each child node Ci to be deleted, the protocol checks to 

ensure that Ci ϵ CRK, where CRK are resource R’s K child nodes. Prior to deletion of a 

child node the resource parent also verifies that the requesting user Ux is the owner of 

child node Ci. After deleting a child node the resource parent sends a confirmation of 

successful completion to the requesting user Ux. 

Any child node Ci may be deleted by the registered owner of the resource to which it 

belongs. It may not be deleted by any other user. Any user Ux may attempt to delete a 

child node as follows: 

Ux sends resource parent P’s nonce NP and a request for child node deletion DREQ to 

resource parent P, encrypted with its own nonce NUx and waits for acknowledgment 

DREQ_Ack from P: 

 Ux →P : sencrypt((DREQ, NP), NUx) 

 P→ Ux: sencrypt((Ux, DREQ_Ack), NP) 

Upon receiving P’s acknowledgment DREQ_Ack Ux sends to P the resource’s identity 

ResourceIDr and the identity of the child node to be deleted cNodei, encrypted with its 
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nonce NUx. 

 Ux→P: sencrypt((ResourceIDr, cNodei), NUx) 

P decrypts the message with Ux’s nonce to retrieve ResourceIDr and cNodei, and deletes 

the node if cNodei belongs to resource ResourceIDr and Ux is the registered owner of 

resource ResourceIDr. 

P removes all rows [X      =cNodei     X     X] from the resource’s access control matrix 

acMUij: 

[X     =cNodei     X     X] = []. 

P then sends ResourceIDr, cNodei and confirmation of successful child node deletion 

DREQ_Confirm to Ux, encrypted with NP. 

 P→Ux: sencrypt((DREQ_Confirm, ResourceIDr, cNodei), NP) 

Ux decrypts the message with NP to recover DREQ_Confirm, ResourceIDr and cNodei, 

which it records as being deleted. 

3.6 Access Rights Modification 

Access Rights Modification is the task by which a user may assign all or a subset of 

his resource access rights to another user, or otherwise modify the resource access rights 

of another user. All such actions are performed on a per child node basis. 

Any user Ux may transfer all or any subset of his resource access rights to another user 

Uz subject to the prior access permissions of both Ux and Uz. 
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Rights transfers done on any given child node Ci do not affect Ux’s permissions 

PermUxij to issue any of the j commands that can be issued to child node Ci. However, Uz’s 

permission PermUzij to issue any given command Cmdij to child node Ci will be updated by 

the request. Neither Ux nor Uz has to be the owner of the resource to which child node Ci 

belongs. 

User Ux may attempt to transfer all or a subset of his access permissions PermUxij for 

child node Ci to user Uz as follows: 

Ux sends resource parent P’s nonce NP and a request for access rights modification TREQ 

to resource parent P, encrypted with its own nonce NUx and waits for acknowledgment 

TREQ_Ack from P: 

 Ux →P : sencrypt((TREQ, NP), NUx) 

 P→ Ux: sencrypt((Ux, TREQ_Ack), NP) 

Upon receiving P’s acknowledgment TREQ_Ack, Ux sends to P the resource’s identity 

ResourceIDr, the identity of the child node to be affected by the access rights modification 

cNodei and the user for which the access rights modification is intended Uz, encrypted 

with its nonce NUx. Ux also sends to P the j child node commands Cmdij of child node Ci to 

be affected by the transfer and the requested permissions Rij for Uz to issue commands 

Cmdij. 

 Ux→P: sencrypt((ResourceIDr, cNodei , Uz), NUx) 
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 Ux→P: sencrypt((Rij, Cmdij), NUx), j > 0 for all commands j that child node Ci 

can execute, where Rij is the requested Boolean permission of user Uz to issue 

command Cmdij. 

P decrypts the message with Ux’s nonce to retrieve ResourceIDr, cNodei, and Uz; P 

retrieves from storage all of Ux’s cNodei permissions Yij and any prior Uz permissions Zij 

for cNodei, and computes the new permissions P'Uzij for Uz to issue commands Cmdij to Ci 

as: 

 P'Uzij = Yij Rij + Zij 

If Uz had prior Ci access permissions Zij, P updates the resource’s access control matrix 

acMUij for all rows [=Uz    =cNodei    Zij     = Cmdij] to [=Uz    =cNodei    P'Uzij    = Cmdij].  

If Uz had no prior Ci access permissions for commands Cmdij, j=1,m, P computes the 

resource’s new access control matrix acM'Uij by vertically concatenating rows   

[Uz    cNodei    P'Uzij    Cmdij] to acMUij as in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5 - Effect of Access Rights Modification on Access Control Matrix 
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P then sends ResourceIDr, cNodei, Uz and confirmation of successful access rights 

modification TREQ_Confirm to Ux, encrypted with NP. 

 P→Ux: sencrypt((TREQ_Confirm, ResourceIDr, cNodei, Uz), NP) 

Ux decrypts the message with NP to recover TREQ_Confirm, ResourceIDr, cNodei, and Uz. 

3.7 User Deletion 

The permissions of any user Uz to issue commands to any child node Ci with identity 

cNodei may be revoked by the owner of the resource to which Ci belongs during the User 

Deletion phase. Only the resource owner may delete a user. A resource owner Ux may 

delete a user Uz as follows: 

Ux sends resource parent P’s nonce NP and a request for user deletion DUSR to resource 

parent P, encrypted with its own nonce NUx and waits for acknowledgment DUSR_Ack 

from P: 

 Ux →P : sencrypt((DUSR, NP), NUx) 

 P→ Ux: sencrypt((Ux, DUSR_Ack), NP) 

Upon receiving P’s acknowledgment DUSR_Ack, Ux sends to P the resource’s identity 

ResourceIDr, the identity cNodei of the child node to be affected by the deletion, and the 

user to be deleted Uz, encrypted with its nonce NUx. 

 Ux→P: sencrypt((ResourceIDr, cNodei, Uz), NUx) 
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P decrypts the message with Ux’s nonce to retrieve ResourceIDr, cNodei, and Uz, and 

deletes the user if cNodei belongs to resource ResourceIDr and Ux is the registered owner 

of resource ResourceIDr. 

P removes all rows [=Uz    =cNodei    X    X] from the resource’s access control matrix 

acMUij: 

 [=Uz    =cNodei     X     X] = []. 

P then sends ResourceIDr, cNodei, Uz and confirmation of successful user deletion 

DUSR_Confirm to Ux, encrypted with NP. 

 P→Ux: sencrypt((DUSR_Confirm, ResourceIDr, cNodei, Uz), NP) 

Ux decrypts the message with NP to recover DUSR_Confirm, ResourceIDr, cNodei, and Uz 

and records Uz as being deleted with regard to cNodei. 

3.8 Child Node Actuation 

Any user Ux with may issue commands Cmdij to any child node Ci and Ci will execute 

the command if Ux’s permission to issue command Cmdij is set to True. The steps for 

issuing commands to a child node are as follows: 

Ux sends resource parent P’s nonce NP and a request for child node actuation ACTC to 

resource parent P, encrypted with its own nonce NUx and waits for acknowledgment 

ACTC_Ack from P: 

 Ux →P : sencrypt((ACTC, NP), NUx) 

 P→ Ux: sencrypt((Ux, ACTC _Ack), NP) 
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Upon receiving P’s acknowledgment ACTC_Ack, Ux sends to P the resource’s identity 

ResourceIDr and the identity cNodei of the child node to be actuated, encrypted with its 

nonce NUx. Ux also sends to P one or more commands CmdReqij for child node Ci. 

 Ux→P: sencrypt((ResourceIDr, cNodei), NUx) 

 Ux→P: sencrypt((CmdReqij), NUx) 

P decrypts the messages with Ux’s nonce to retrieve ResourceIDr, cNodei and all 

commands to be executed CmdReqij, j > 0 and for each command CmdReqij if CmdReqij is a 

valid command for node cNodei and Ux has permission of True for command CmdReqij 

then P sends command CmdReqij to child node Ci for execution. 

P then sends ResourceIDr, cNodei and confirmation of successful command delivery 

ACTC_Confirm to Ux, encrypted with NP. 

 P→Ux: sencrypt((ACTC_Confirm, ResourceIDr, cNodei), NP) 

Ux decrypts the message with NP to recover ACTC_Confirm, ResourceIDr and cNodei. 
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4. FORMAL VERIFICATION OF THE UPACS PROTOCOL 

4.1 Formal Description of the UPACS Protocol 

We model the UPACS protocol as several processes running concurrently and 

executing as many runs as necessary in order to fulfill the user’s requests for resource 

parent registration, child node addition, child node deletion, access rights modification, 

user deletion, or child node actuation. The user process processUser initiates all protocol 

execution requests, the parent process processParent fulfills all user requests, and the 

trusted key server process processKeyServer issues encryption keys and retrieves 

encryption keys upon request from processUser and processParent, maintaining two 

separate sets of encryption keys for users and parents using sub-processes 

processUserKeys and ProcessParentKeys. Messages between protocol participants are 

sent on a public channel c, modeling the attacker’s ability to freely inspect protocol 

messages. The fulfillment of all user requests requires mutual authentication between the 

parent and the user, and is modeled as shown in Figure 6, based on the Needham-

Schroeder public key protocol for mutual authentication [61]. Figure 7 thru Figure 12 

explain the protocol for fulfillment of the user’s requests. 
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4.1.1 Mutual Authentication between User and Resource Parent 

A user wishing to engage in a session of the protocol with a resource parent must first 

initiate mutual authentication with the resource parent as shown in Figure 6 and 

previously described in Section 3.2. 

4.1.2 Resource Registration 

Registration of a new resource (see Figure 7) begins with the resource parent’s 

acknowledgment of the user’s request if it had not already been registered. As a 

consequence of mutual authentication, both user and parent are convinced that they are in 

communication with their intended interlocutor, and that the nonces generated during 

mutual authentication are known only to each other. The messages they send to each 

other during Resource Registration are encrypted with the secret nonce of the sender (we 

prove the secrecy of these nonces in Section 4.2).  

A user Ux that has made a request for registration of a new resource parent receives 

an acknowledgment RREQ_Ack from the parent process P. Ux then sends to P its current 

GPS location LC and the current timestamp TC. P encrypts these values along with Ux’s 

nonce NUx to generate the identity ResourceID of the new resource parent, registers Ux as 

its owner, and sends ResourceID and confirmation of successful completion 

RREQ_Confirm to Ux.
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Figure 6  - UPACS Mutual Authentication and Service Request 
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Figure 7 – Resource Registration 

4.1.3 Child Node Addition 

After registration of any new resource parent with identity ResourceIDr, child nodes 

may be added by any user Ux as described in Figure 8. Parent process P sends 

acknowledgment AREQ_Ack to user Ux indicating receipt of the child node addition 

request. Ux responds by sending ResourceIDr to P and if Ux is the owner of the resource, 
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P generates a new random node identity cNode and waits for Ux to send the node 

initialization data: the commands Cmdj, j > 0, a user may use to actuate the node, the 

Boolean permission Pj of the user to issue each command Cmdj, and the state machine 

Actj corresponding to each of the node’s j commands. After the initialization data has 

been received, P initializes the new child node as requested and sends Ux a confirmation 

of successful completion of the request, AREQ_Confirm. 

 

Figure 8 – Child Node Addition 
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4.1.4 Child Node Deletion 

A child node that is no longer needed by a user Ux may be deleted as described in 

Figure 9. The parent process P sends acknowledgment DREQ_Ack to user Ux indicating 

that the request for child node deletion has been received. Ux responds by sending to P 

the identity ResourceIDr of the resource parent from which the node is to be deleted and 

the identity cNodei of the specific node to be deleted. After verifying that cNodei is a 

valid node and that Ux is its registered owner, P deletes the node and sends confirmation 

of successful completion DREQ_Confirm to Ux. 

 

Figure 9 - Child Node Deletion 
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4.1.5 Access Rights Modification 

Any user Ux with access rights to any given child node with identity cNodei and 

parent identity ResourceIDr may assign all or a subset of his access rights to any other 

user Uz as described in Figure 10, subject to Uz’s pre-existing access rights. The parent 

process P sends acknowledgment TREQ_ACK to Ux indicating that the request for access 

rights modification has been received. After receipt of the acknowledgment, Ux sends 

ResourceIDr, cNodei and Uz to P. 

P then checks the validity of ResourceIDr and cNodei and upon successful validation 

checks whether Ux is their registered owner. P retrieves Ux’s access permissions Yij, i>0, j > 

0 for the j commands that may be sent to node cNodei and if Uz is already registered with 

access permissions to node cNodei then its access permissions Z ij, i>0, j > 0 are retrieved, 

otherwise access permissions Z ij, i>0, j > 0 are set to false. P then waits for the requested 

access permissions R ij, i>0, j > 0 to arrive from Ux and computes Uz’s new access 

permissions P ij, i>0, j > 0 as follows: 

If Ux is the registered owner of cNodei, 

Pij = Rij     Equation 1 

otherwise 

Pij = (Yij && Rij) || Zij    Equation 2 

P then sends confirmation TREQ_Confirm of successful completion to Ux. 
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Figure 10 – Access Rights Modification 
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4.1.6 User Deletion 

User Deletion may be used to revoke the access permissions of any user Uz to any 

child node with identity cNodei, i > 0, parent identity ResourceIDr and registered owner Ux, 

and may be initiated only by Ux, as described in Figure 11. Parent process P sends 

acknowledgment DUSR_Ack of receipt of the user deletion request to Ux, following 

which Ux sends ResourceIDr, cNodei and Uz to P.  

 

Figure 11 – User Deletion 
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Following receipt of the deletion parameters from Ux, P verifies the validity of 

ResourceIDr and cNodei and checks whether Uz has existing access permissions to cNodei 

and whether Ux is the node’s owner. Upon successful validation, P removes all access 

permissions to cNodei from Uz and sends confirmation of successful completion 

DUSR_Confirm to Ux. 

4.1.7 Child Node Actuation 

Any Child node cNodei, i > 0 with parent identity ResourceIDr may be actuated by any 

user Ux as described in Figure 12, subject to Ux’s access permissions to cNodei. Ux need 

not be the registered owner of cNodei but must have appropriate access permissions.  

Parent process P sends acknowledgment ACTC_Ack to Ux, who then sends cNodei 

and ResourceIDr to P, which checks the validity of ResourceIDr and cNodei and upon 

successful validation retrieves Ux’s access permissions Pij to node cNodei and waits for 

command Cmdij to be received from user Ux, executing it if and only if the Boolean Pij = 

True. P then sends confirmation of successful completion ACTC_Confirm to Ux. 

4.2 Proof of UPACS’ Security Properties 

For a physical access control protocol to be reliable it must, in addition to providing a 

means of controlling remote physical devices, also be secure. In this section we prove 

several security properties of UPACS using the formal protocol verification tool Proverif. 

Proverif provides a means of modeling a communication protocol and checking the 

model for proof of reachability properties, correspondence properties and observational 

equivalence properties of the protocol. 
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Figure 12 – Child Node Actuation 

4.2.1 Reachability Properties 

Reachability properties affect the effectiveness of the protocol in protecting the 

secrecy of terms exchanged between the protocol’s participants, and we prove that the 
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data exchanged between them is secure and unobservable by the attacker, even though 

they are communicated over public channel c, which the attacker can freely inspect. In 

particular, we prove the secrecy of user and parent names and nonces placed on the 

channel during various phases of the protocol. 

To prove that the term T included in the query ‘attacker(T)’ is not derivable by the 

attacker, Proverif internally issues and evaluates the query ‘not attacker(T)’. A result of 

True means that the attacker cannot derive the term T. Therefore to prove the reachability 

properties of UPACS we issue the query: 

query attacker(Ux); attacker(Py); attacker(userNonceCheck); 

attacker(parentNonceCheck). 

Proverif does not allow reachability queries against randomly generated terms such as 

nonces, but we use the method of [61] to issue reachability queries against free variables 

userNonceCheck and parentNonceCheck encrypted with the corresponding nonces. 

Figure 13 shows the results of True for all four terms, confirming that the terms are not 

discernible or derivable by attackers. 

 

Figure 13 - Proving Reachability Properties 
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4.2.2 Correspondence Properties 

Correspondence assertions are used to prove the relationships between events that 

occur at various stages of the execution of a protocol. We define key event markers which 

allow us to prove that the occurrence of any particular event must have been preceded by 

the occurrence of another specific event. More specifically, we define event markers at the 

points in the execution of the UPACS protocol marked by the completion of the user’s 

request for resource registration, child node addition, child node deletion, access rights 

modification, user deletion, and child node actuation. Accordingly, we label these events 

ResourceRegistered, NewNodeAdded, NodeDeleted, AccessRightsTransferred, 

UserDeleted, and ChildNodeActuated. In addition, we define events that mark the 

occurrences of the moments when the user actually makes the associated request 

(reqRREQ, reqAREQ, reqDREQ, reqTREQ, reqDUSR, reqACTC) and the occurrences of 

the moments when the user receives confirmation that the request has been fulfilled 

(RREQconfReceived, AREQconfReceived, DREQconfReceived, TREQconfReceived, 

DUSRconfReceived, ACTCconfReceived). 

For each user request we prove that indication by the protocol of fulfillment of the 

request must have been preceded by the request itself, i.e. for example the protocol must 

not register a resource if there was no prior request for resource registration. Therefore in 

the case of resource registration we could attempt to prove the correspondence assertion: 

query event(ResourceRegistered) ==> event(reqRREQ). 

which states that in order for a resource to be registered there must have been a prior 

resource registration request. We could further strengthen this assertion by making it  
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Table 3 - Correspondence Assertion Queries 

Protocol 
Phase 

Correspondence Assertions 

Resource 
Registration 

query qUx:user, qPy:parent, qNUx:nonce, qNPy:nonce, qResID:rID; 
event(ResourceRegistered(qUx,qPy,qNUx,qNPy,qResID))    

==> inj-event(reqRREQ(qUx,qPy,qNUx,qNPy)) 

query qUx:user,qPy:parent,qNUx:nonce,qNPy:nonce,qResID:rID; 
event(RREQconfReceived(qUx, qPy,qResID))  

==>inj-event(ResourceRegistered(qUx,qPy,qNUx,qNPy,qResID)) 

Child Node 
Addition 

query qUx:user, qPy:parent, qNUx:nonce, qNPy:nonce, qResID:rID, qnID:nID; 
event(NewNodeAdded(qUx,qPy,qNUx,qNPy,qResID,qnID)) 

 ==> inj-event(reqAREQ(qUx,qPy,qNUx,qNPy)) 

query qUx:user,qPy:parent,qNUx:nonce,qNPy:nonce,qResID:rID, qnID:nID; 
event(AREQconfReceived(qUx, qPy,qResID, qnID))  

==>inj-event(NewNodeAdded (qUx,qPy,qNUx,qNPy,qResID,qnID)) 

Child Node 
Deletion 

query qUx:user, qPy:parent, qNUx:nonce, qNPy:nonce, qResID:rID, qnID:nID; 
event(NodeDeleted(qUx,qPy,qNUx,qNPy,qResID,qnID))  

==> inj-event(reqDREQ(qUx,qPy,qNUx,qNPy)) 

query qUx:user,qPy:parent,qNUx:nonce,qNPy:nonce,qResID:rID, qnID:nID; 
event(DREQconfReceived(qUx, qPy,qResID, qnID))  

==>inj-event(NodeDeleted (qUx,qPy,qNUx,qNPy,qResID,qnID)) 

Access Rights 
Modification 

query qUx:user, qPy:parent, qNUx:nonce, qNPy:nonce, qResID:rID, 
qnID:nID,qUz:user;event(AccessRightsTransferred(qUx,qPy,qNUx,qNPy,qResI
D,qnID,qUz))  

==> inj-event(reqTREQ(qUx,qPy,qNUx,qNPy)) 

query qUx:user,qPy:parent,qNUx:nonce,qNPy:nonce,qResID:rID, 
qnID:nID,qUz:user; event(TREQconfReceived(qUx, qPy,qResID, qnID, qUz)) 
==>inj-event 

(AccessRightsTransferred(qUx,qPy,qNUx,qNPy,qResID,qnID,qUz)) 

User Deletion 

query qUx:user, qPy:parent, qNUx:nonce, qNPy:nonce, qResID:rID, 
qnID:nID,qUz:user;event(UserDeleted(qUx,qPy,qNUx,qNPy,qResID,qnID,qUz))  

==> inj-event(reqDUSR(qUx,qPy,qNUx,qNPy)) 

query qUx:user,qPy:parent,qNUx:nonce,qNPy:nonce,qResID:rID, 
qnID:nID,qUz:user; event(DUSRconfReceived(qUx, qPy,qResID, qnID, qUz))  

==>inj-event(UserDeleted (qUx,qPy,qNUx,qNPy,qResID,qnID,qUz)) 

Child Node 
Actuation 

query qUx:user, qPy:parent, qNUx:nonce, qNPy:nonce, qResID:rID, 
qnID:nID,qCmd:command;event(ChildNodeActuated(qUx,qPy,qNUx,qNPy,qRes
ID,qnID,qCmd))  

==> inj-event(reqACTC(qUx,qPy,qNUx,qNPy)) 

query qUx:user,qPy:parent,qNUx:nonce,qNPy:nonce,qResID:rID, 
qnID:nID,qCmd:command; event(ACTCconfReceived(qUx, qPy,qResID, qnID, 
qCmd))  

==>inj-event(ChildNodeActuated(qUx,qPy,qNUx,qNPy,qResID,qnID,qCmd)) 
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injective, requiring that a single resource registration request may not lead to more than 1 

registration of the resource. Therefore we may attempt to prove the injective 

correspondence assertion: 

query event(ResourceRegistered)  ==>  inj-event(reqRREQ). 

Finally we could parameterize the assertion to guarantee that the terms defining the 

event ResourceRegistered have the same value as the corresponding terms defining the 

injective event reqRREQ. Therefore we may attempt to prove the injective 

correspondence assertion: 

query qUx:user, qPy:parent, qNUx:nonce, qNPy:nonce, qResID:rID; 

event(ResourceRegistered(qUx,qPy,qNUx,qNPy,qResID)) 

==> inj-event(reqRREQ(qUx,qPy,qNUx,qNPy)). 

which states that registration of a resource parent with identity qPy to a user with identity 

qUx must have been preceded by a request from the same user to the same resource parent, 

and furthermore that such registration request may lead to registration of at most one 

resource parent, which would be assigned registration identity qResID; and that the two 

events must take place in the same session (i.e. the corresponding nonces must be the 

same in both events). 

We proceed likewise to prove the following injective correspondence assertion: 

query qUx:user, qPy:parent, qNUx:nonce, qNPy:nonce, qResID:rID; 

event(RREQconfReceived(qUx, qPy,qResID))  

==>inj-event(ResourceRegistered(qUx,qPy,qNUx,qNPy,qResID)) 
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which states that receipt by any user qUx of  confirmation of successful creation of 

registered parent identity qResID resulting from registration of a resource parent with 

identity qPy must have been preceded by the successful registration of the same resource 

to the same user in the same protocol session. 

Figure 14 shows the results returned by Proverif for these two queries: an evaluation 

of True in each case, confirming that the protocol satisfies the specified correspondence 

properties. Similar correspondence assertions could be made for the cases of child node 

addition, child node deletion, access rights modification, user deletion, and child node 

actuation (Table 3); and in all cases Proverif returns an evaluation of True. 

 

Figure 14 – Proving Correspondence Assertions 

4.2.3 Observational Equivalence Properties 

Observational equivalence is an important security property of a secure 

communications protocol that describes its ability to mask observable differences in its 

behavior despite changes in terms used in the protocol, leaving an attacker unable to 

reason about what values of a given term lead to identifiable protocol behavior. That is, 

the protocol behaves the same from the point of view of an attacker regardless of changes 

in the values of the terms used. 

We use Proverif to prove observational equivalence of user and parent identities by 

issuing the Proverif queries: 
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noninterf Ux. 

noninterf Py. 

An evaluation result of True <bad not derivable> by Proverif would confirm that an 

attacker would be unable to observe any changes to user or parent identities used in 

various sessions of the protocol. Figure 15 shows the results returned by Proverif. 

 

Figure 15 - Proving Observational Equivalence 
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5. FORMAL VERIFICATION OF RELATED PROTOCOLS 

Physical access control protocols can be formally expressed as models, which can 

then be analyzed and checked for correctness using a formal verification tool. In Section 

4 we modeled the UPACS protocol using the typed pi calculus language and used the 

model-checker tool Proverif to examine several of its security properties. In this section 

we present the results of a case study in which we modeled related access control 

protocols (also in the pi calculus language) and used Proverif to conduct a security 

analysis of each protocol in order to determine whether it is vulnerable to several known 

types of security attack. With Proverif, reachability queries can be used to verify the 

secrecy of terms used within a protocol, correspondence queries can be used to prove 

violations of the correct ordering of events within a protocol session, and observational 

equivalence queries can be used to determine the transparency of terms and events to 

intruders. 

5.1 Security Vulnerability Modeling Approach 

The access control protocols we review in this chapter are similar in that their goal is 

to employ some type of security mechanism to enable execution of the protocol by 

authorized agents while at the same time denying access or intervention by unauthorized 

agents. However, they are vastly different in the methodology used to accomplish these 

goals. Therefore it is of the utmost importance that the model checking tool should be 
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applied in a consistent manner in the analysis of all of the protocols being studied. While 

Proverif does not check specifically for each type of security attack, it provides the 

framework – through the use of queries and other tool facilities – to make conclusive 

determination as to the vulnerability of the protocol to specific security attacks, yet 

without denying the existence of other vulnerabilities. Furthermore, when Proverif 

detects a vulnerability it provides an attack trace showing how it could be exploited by an 

attacker. 

We model the attacker as a powerful adversary with Dolev-Yao properties, having 

complete control of the channel and the ability to inspect, modify, add and delete 

messages, and encrypt and decrypt messages with any keys in its possession [62]. 

We use the following approach to check for each type of vulnerability, as summarized 

in Table 4. 

Attacks on User Privacy and Anonymity: In general, when executing an access control 

protocol, users would like to keep their identity and details of their activities private and 

unobservable by others. Proverif’s reachability queries provide a means of determining if 

a specified term is kept secret from attackers. Therefore we issue reachability queries 

against specific terms that the honest protocol participants would wish to keep secret, 

such as a username or password. In Proverif the query ‘attacker secretA’ evaluates to 

False if the term secretA cannot be interpreted by an attacker, and consequently Proverif 

returns the result: ‘RESULT not attacker<secretA> is true’. In some cases the terms of 

interest are nonces, session keys or other randomly generated terms. Proverif does not 
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support reachability queries on such terms, but we can test for their secrecy by proxy, 

declaring a free private variable (which ensures that it is initially not known to the 

attacker), encrypting it with the randomly generated term and placing on the channel. We 

can then test for the secrecy of the variable to determine if the randomly generated term is 

kept secret by the protocol. 

Session Key Security Attacks: Some security protocols rely on the use of a shared 

session key by protocol participants in order to perform symmetric encryption of terms 

exchanged between them. An attacker with knowledge of the shared session key can 

decrypt all messages sent and may be able to send his own encrypted messages. We use a 

reachability query on session key sesskey such that if the ‘query attacker sesskey’ 

evaluates to True then the vulnerability is confirmed. 

Password Guessing Attacks: Some protocols rely on the use of a password to 

authenticate users, and some passwords are of low entropy and are as such easy for an 

attacker to guess. We use the Proverif query ‘weaksecret passwd’ to set the standard for 

determining whether a given password is of at least a required level of entropy, where 

passwd is the password to be checked. 

De-Synchronization Attacks: Some security attacks are intended to re-order the 

messages exchanged during a session such that the protocol session either does not 

complete or completes without accomplishing the result intended by the honest protocol 

participants. We use injective correspondence queries to check that messages remain in 

their intended order through a complete session. For example, for injective 
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correspondence between two events M1 and M2 to hold, Proverif returns a result of True 

for the following query if event M1 always occurs before event M2 during a complete 

session, and furthermore if any occurrence of M1 could lead to at most one occurrence of 

M2. Hence we would issue the query: 

query inj-event(M2) ==> inj-event(M1). 

Failure to complete the protocol with the messages occurring in the correct order with 

injective correspondence confirms the vulnerability. 

Replay Attacks: A Replay Attack can be used by an attacker to bypass authentication 

and gain unauthorized access by replaying messages previously sent by honest protocol 

participants. Proverif’s injective correspondence queries and event definitions could be 

used to check whether a message sent during the course of a session could result in 

multiple executions of a subsequent message with which it is intended to have a one-to-

one correspondence. An injective correspondence query that evaluates to False in such 

cases proves this vulnerability. 

Eavesdropping Attacks: In some cases an attacker does not need to have knowledge of 

specific secret terms in order to carry out a successful attack. Merely allowing an attacker 

to be able to know when there are changes in value of the secret terms without having 

knowledge of the terms themselves may have significant consequences. Therefore to test 

a protocol for vulnerability to this type of attack we issue Proverif observational 

equivalence queries, which check whether an attacker can observe when the value of a 

term changes. We use the Proverif query ‘noninterf secretA’ to check whether an 

attacker can observe changes in the term secretA. When an attacker cannot distinguish 
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changes to the term secretA, the query noninterf secretA evaluates to True and therefore 

Eavesdropping Attacks against secretA cannot succeed. 

Table 4 – Security Vulnerability Modeling Approach 

 

Denial-of-Service Attacks: An attacker may be able to consume the resources of an 

honest protocol participant by forcing it to respond to messages sent repeatedly, thereby 
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making it unable to complete a session. To test for this vulnerability we use Proverif’s 

injective correspondence queries to check whether the messages associated with any 

process are all executed during each session, and in their correct order, for an unbounded 

number of sessions. 

User & Server Masquerade Attacks: An attacker may participate in a session while 

pretending to be a user. Proverif has a feature that allows observation of temporal 

conditions in the execution of a protocol. Proverif phases can be used to perform an 

action in a given phase and observe whether such action can be exploited by an attacker 

to reconstruct the events of an earlier phase. To model user Masquerade Attacks we place 

the user’s private key onto the channel in phase 1, thereby allowing the attacker to 

impersonate the user, then we use Proverif’s reachability queries to determine if the 

attacker is then able to reconstruct phase 0 events and obtain previously secret terms. We 

do the same with the server’s private key to model a Server Masquerade Attack. The 

vulnerability is confirmed if the access information presented in phase 1 enables the 

attacker to obtain previously secret phase 0 terms. 

Stolen Verifier Attacks: Some security protocols rely upon the use of a physical verifier 

to support authentication, and if such a device gets into the possession of an attacker then 

the protocol may be vulnerable. To test for this vulnerability we check whether an 

attacker can successfully complete a session if possession of the verifier is the only 

compromise to the protocol, and if it is then the vulnerability is confirmed. 
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Stolen Password Attacks: Some security protocols rely upon the use of A PASSWORD 

TO support authentication. To test whether a stolen password alone is sufficient to break 

the protocol, we check whether an attacker can successfully complete a session when the 

only compromise to the protocol is a stolen password, and if it is then the vulnerability is 

confirmed. 

5.2 Formal Verification and Security Analysis of [45] 

Bhutta et al propose a physical access control solution based on the use of a smart 

phone as the access device [45]. It is primarily concerned with authentication, with 

successful authentication leading to the ability of the user to open a specified door using 

their smart phone. 

Notations Used: 

CN: user’s nonce 

SN: server’s nonce 

CT: user’s timestamp 

ST: server’s timestamp 

IMEI: the identity of the user’s smart phone 

Kpriv: user’s private key 

Kpub: user’s public key 

KSpriv: server’s private key 

KSpub: server’s public key 

Ks: symmetric session key 

T': fresh random number 
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H: cryptographic hash function 

DN: logical door number 

5.2.1 Description of [45]: 

Authentication Phase: The user generates a nonce and sends the following message to 

the server: 

 Message M1 : (CN, CT, encrypt(H(CN||IMEI||CT), Kpriv)) 

The server attempts to verify the authenticity of the message and if successful it generates 

a nonce and sends a message to the user as follows: 

 Message M2 : (SN, ST, encrypt(H(SN||IMEI||CN,ST), KSpriv)) 

The smart phone application parses the server’s message to verify the authenticity of the 

server and if successful it sends a request to the server for the session key. 

 Message Mreq : user requests session key 

Session Key Exchange Phase: The server generates a random session key Ks and a 

random number T', encrypt them with the user’s public key Kpub, signs them with its own 

signing key KSpriv and sends to the user. Session key Ks is time sensitive and would 

expire after a preset interval. If the session key expires before use, the user would have to 

re-initiate the session key exchange. The message the server sends is: 

 Message M3: encrypt((Ks, ST, T', encrypt(H(T'||Ks||ST), KSpriv)), Kpub) 

Door Access Request Phase: The user encrypts the current timestamp and a hash of the 

current timestamp, fresh random number T' and the door number and sends the following 
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message to the server: 

 Message M4: encrypt((T', CT, H(T', CT, DN)), Ks) 

The server decrypts the message from the user to recover CT and DN, and if CT is valid 

the server checks its security policy file to verify that the user has access rights to door DN 

and grants access if he does, sending the following message to the user. 

 Message M5: encrypt((OneTimePassCode, ST), Ks) 

Upon receipt of the message, the user’s mobile phone will display the one time pass code 

for a predefined period of time, during which the user could enter the pass code on the 

access panel, resulting in a message being sent to the server, which verifies that the code is 

valid and unlocks the door if it is. 

5.2.2 Typed Pi Calculus Model of [45] for Proverif: 

The protocol consists of three processes running concurrently, each capable of 

executing an unbounded number of sessions until the user receives a One Time Pass 

Code form the server to enable requested access to a door. Appendix A shows the 

Proverif model of the user process (lines 121-145) and the server process (lines 147-172).  

A separate key registration process is used by the attacker to register new public signing 

and encryption keys for itself. The script’s main process registers new honest user 

identities along with their public signing and encryption keys and the doors they are 

authorized to access, as well as new signing keys for the server. The user, server and key 

registration processes run concurrently an unbounded number of times until the session is 

complete.  
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A typical complete session results in receipt by the user of a One Time Pass Code to open 

a door of his choice for which he has authorization to enter. 

5.2.3 Security Analysis of [45]: 

Following the vulnerability modeling approach outlined in Section 5.1, we now 

perform a security analysis of [45].  

Attacks on User Privacy and Anonymity: The user identity IMEIx and the door for 

which access is being requested doorID are terms the user would typically like to keep 

secret. Reachability queries on these terms (Appendix B lines 67-68) yield the results 

shown, verifying that the terms are kept secret by the protocol. 

Session Key Security Attacks: Since the session key is a randomly generated term, we 

follow the procedure described in Section 5.1 by declaring the term sessionKeyCheck as 

a free private variable and encrypting it with the session key Ks prior to placing it on the 

channel. The Proverif query (line 69) and results retuned are shown in Appendix B, 

proving that the protocol protects the secrecy of the session key and is therefore not 

vulnerable to Session Key Security Attacks. 

Password Guessing Attacks: This protocol does not use a password and therefore is not 

subject to this vulnerability. 

De-Synchronization Attacks: To check for vulnerability to De-Synchronization Attacks 

we check for injective correspondence and the correct ordering of the messages 

exchanged within a complete session, Appendix B lines 92-99.  The Proverif result of 

True verifies that the protocol is not vulnerable to De-Synchronization Attacks. 
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Replay Attacks: We would like to know if a message sent during a session could be 

replayed to cause multiple executions of a subsequent message. In this case we would 

like to know if a single receipt of the session key by the user could be replayed later to 

obtain another One Time Pass Code that could be used to open the door again. The query 

issued (lines 101-106) and the results returned are shown in Appendix B, verifying that 

the protocol is not vulnerable to this type of attack. 

Eavesdropping Attacks: Proverif noninterference queries (lines 71-73) on the terms 

IMEIx and doorID, already proven to be kept secret by the protocol, yield results of True, 

verifying that attackers cannot discern changes in these terms, and therefore the protocol 

is not vulnerable to Eavesdropping Attacks. 

Denial-of-service Attacks: Issuing the denial of service queries in Appendix B lines 

108-119 and observing the results returned by Proverif (True for each query), we can 

conclude that the protocol is not vulnerable to Denial-of-Service Attacks on either the 

user or the server. 

User & Server Masquerade Attacks: We have seen that the protocol protects the 

secrecy of the terms IMEIx, doorID and sessionKeyCheck. However, we could model a 

User Masquerade Attack by placing the user’s private key Kpriv onto the channel in 

phase 1 and re-issuing the reachability queries against those terms. The results returned 

by Proverif show that the protocol still protects the secrecy of the user’s identity IMEIx, 

but secrecy of both doorID and the session key is violated, confirming the protocol’s 

vulnerability to User Masquerade Attacks. 
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However, if instead the server’s private key KSpriv is placed on the channel in phase 1 

the results returned by Proverif show that the secrecy of all three terms is maintained, 

verifying that the protocol is resilient to Server Masquerade Attacks. 

Stolen Verifier Attacks: The verifier used in this protocol is the user’s smart phone, 

which stores the user’s identity and private keys. Therefore to check for vulnerability to 

this form of attack we place the user’s private key onto the channel to model the case of 

the verifier being stolen and re-issue the reachability queries of lines 67-69. Proverif 

returns a result of False for the session key and the door identity, confirming the 

protocol’s vulnerability to Stolen Verifier Attacks. 

Stolen Password Attacks: This protocol does not use a password, and is therefore not 

vulnerable to this form of attack. 

5.3 Formal Verification and Security Analysis of [2] 

This protocol uses a mobile phone as an access control device to send a pre-shared 

encryption key to a master lock to open it and allow entry through a door protected by the 

master lock. A single mobile phone could be used to gain access to any of several master 

locks. The encryption keys for all locks to which the user is authorized are pre-loaded 

into the user’s mobile phone. 

Notations Used: 

Iml: identity of the master lock 

Imp: identity of the mobile phone 

RAND: random number generated by the master lock 
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XMAC: expected message authentication code generated by the master lock 

XRES: expected response generated by the master lock 

MAC: message authentication code generated by the mobile phone 

RES: response sent to the master lock by the mobile phone 

Km: the master lock’s symmetric encryption key 

Kp: the mobile phone’s symmetric encryption key for the master lock 

5.3.1 Description of [2] 

Mutual Authentication Protocol: 

This protocol provides mutual authentication between the building’s Master lock and 

the user’s mobile phone. 

1. The Master lock sends Iml to the mobile phone. 

2. The mobile phone sends Imp to the Master lock. 

3. Upon receipt of Imp the master lock generates RAND and XMAC and sends to 

the mobile phone. It also generates XRES. 

4. Upon receipt of the Master lock’s message the mobile phone generates MAC 

and compares with XMAC. If they match the mobile phone generates RES and 

sends to the Master lock. 

5. Upon receipt of RES the master lock compares RES with XRES and if they 

match the Master lock sends an ACK to the mobile phone and mutual 

authentication is complete. 
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5.3.2 Typed Pi Calculus Model of [2] for Proverif: 

There are two concurrent processes (Appendix C): the master lock (lines 114-137) 

and the user’s mobile phone process (lines 98-112).  

The processes run as many times as necessary in order to allow the user to be 

authenticated to the master lock and receive an acknowledgment. 

5.3.3 Security Analysis of [2] 

We follow the approach outlined in Section 5.1 to conduct the following security 

analysis of [2]. 

Attacks on User Privacy and Anonymity: In response to the reachability queries issued 

in Appendix D lines 46-48, Proverif returns the results shown, verifying that the protocol 

protects the secrecy of both the user and master lock identities. 

Session Key Security Attacks: This protocol does not use a session key and therefore is 

not subject to this vulnerability. 

Password Guessing Attacks: This protocol does not use a password and therefore is not 

subject to this vulnerability. 

De-Synchronization Attacks: Appendix D shows the query for correct ordering of 

messages (lines 71-79), and the result of False returned by Proverif confirms the 

protocol’s vulnerability to De-Synchronization Attacks. 

Replay Attacks: If the protocol is replayed from the message indicating that the master 

lock has authenticated the mobile phone, the query shown in lines 81-83 yield the result 
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of False which means that injective correspondence with the remaining messages in the 

session no longer holds, confirming the protocol’s vulnerability to Replay Attacks. 

Eavesdropping Attacks: The protocol protects the secrecy of both the master lock and 

mobile phone identities as previously verified. The Proverif noninterference queries 

(lines 50-52) yield the results shown, verifying that the protocol also prevents attackers 

from discerning changes in these terms and is therefore not vulnerable to Eavesdropping 

Attacks. 

Denial-of-Service Attacks: Queries for denial of service against the mobile phone (lines 

85-88) and the master lock (lines 90-96) yield the results shown, which verify that the 

protocol is not vulnerable to Denial-of-Service Attacks. 

User & Server Masquerade Attacks: When the master lock key Km and the mobile 

phone’s copy of it Kp are each placed on the channel in turn during phase 1, reachability 

queries against both the master lock and mobile phone identities still evaluate to True, 

verifying that the master lock and mobile phone identities are still kept secret from 

attackers and that the protocol is not vulnerable to either user or server masquerade 

attacks.  

Stolen Verifier Attacks: To test for this vulnerability we check whether an attacker can 

successfully complete the protocol if the only compromise to the protocol is possession 

of the user’s mobile phone. Since no password is required, the vulnerability is confirmed 

in a straightforward way.  
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Stolen Password Attacks: No password is used in this protocol and therefore the 

protocol is not subject to this vulnerability. 

5.4 Formal Verification and Security Analysis of [42] 

This access control protocol is intended to provide secure authentication between 

users and a remote system. It does not consider management of physical devices but is 

useful in that it is a good representative among the access control schemes in its class of 

the authentication aspect of physical access control and device management. The protocol 

has 3 stages. 

Notations Used: 

 The user has a personal computer or other access device D1 which he uses to 

access his personal web page on the web server S1. 

 D2 is the user’s GPS enabled mobile phone with the PGT app installed. 

 The protocol utilizes the services of a GPS server S2. 

 T1 is a security token generated by D1. 

 TS1 is the current timestamp at the time of generation of T1. 

 Pre-Shared Number is a pre-shared key between the user and S2 established 

during an initial registration stage. 

5.4.1 Description of [42] 

Stage 1: Conventional Log in 

In stage 1 of the protocol, the user sends a message requesting his personal web page 

(webPage) from S1 using his personal access device D1. 
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  D1→S1 : request(webPage) 

S1 responds by providing the user with a login page which he must use to enter his  

username and password. 

Upon accepting the user’s username and password, D1 sends them to S1 for verification. 

If verification is successful, S1 requests a security token from the user. 

Stage 2: Token Generation 

The user uses an app installed on D2 to generate a security token T1 as follows: 

 T1 = hash(Pre-Shared Number + GPS + TS1) 

D2 sends T1 to S1 and sends GPS and TS1 to S2 over a secure communication channel. 

Stage 3: Token Verification 

S1 accepts security token T1 from the user and retrieves GPS and TS1 from S2. 

S1 generates a security token T2 as follows: 

 T2 = hash(Pre-Shared Number + GPS + TS1) 

S1 compares T1 and T2 and authenticates the user if they match. 

5.4.2 Typed Pi Calculus Model of [42] for Proverif: 

There are four concurrent processes (Appendix E): the processes for D1 (lines 119-

129), D2 (lines 131-138), S1 (lines 140-154) and S2 (lines 156-159). The processes 
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communicate on a public channel c and two private channels pc and pc2 in order to 

enable a user to securely login using his computer and GPS-enabled mobile phone. 

5.4.3 Security Analysis of [42] 

We follow the methodology of Section 5.1 to perform the following security analysis 

of [42]. Appendix F shows the queries issued to Proverif for this protocol and the results 

returned. 

Attacks on User Privacy and Anonymity: Reachability queries against the user’s 

identity and password (d1 and d1pass) yield results showing that the protocol protects the 

secrecy of these terms (lines 44-46). 

Session Key Security Attacks: This protocol does not use a session key and is therefore 

not subject to this vulnerability. 

Password Guessing Attacks: This protocol uses a password and the Proverif weaksecret 

query (lines 48-49) yields the result shown, verifying that the password meets the 

standard for allowing classification of the protocol as being resilient to Password 

Guessing Attacks. 

De-Synchronization Attacks: The protocol fails to maintain correct ordering of 

messages within sessions (lines 77-87) and consequently its vulnerability to De-

Synchronization Attacks is confirmed. 

Replay Attacks: An attacker could replay the message that creates the event 

UserCredentialsVerified to create multiple opportunities for authentication based on a 
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single verification by the server. The vulnerability is discovered by the query of lines 89-

95, which is followed by the results returned by Proverif, confirming the protocol’s 

vulnerability to Replay Attacks. 

Eavesdropping Attacks: The results of noninterference queries (lines 52-53) on secret 

terms d1 and d1pass reveal that the protocol also protects these terms such that attackers 

cannot discern any changes in their value, confirming the protocol’s resilience to 

Eavesdropping Attacks. 

Denial of Service Attacks: Denial of service attacks against D1 (lines 97-102) and S1 

(lines 107-111) will not succeed, as confirmed by the results of True returned by Proverif, 

verifying that the stated sequence of events cannot be interrupted. Likewise, denial of 

service attacks against D2 (line 105) and S2 (line 114) will also be unsuccessful. In each 

of these cases the result of False means that the stated message cannot be prevented. 

User & Server Masquerade Attacks: Though it computes a hash to aid in 

authenticating the user, this protocol does not use encryption and therefore cannot be 

assessed for vulnerability to these attacks using the methodology of Section 5.1. 

Stolen Verifier Attacks & Stolen Password Attacks: The user’s computer or other 

access device D1 is used to request the web page and enter his password, and his mobile 

phone D2 contains the secret pre-shared number. When the pre-shared number is placed 

on the channel in phase 1 (modeling the case of a stolen mobile phone), the protocol still 

protects the secrecy of session 0 secret terms d1 and d1pass. To breach the protocol one 
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would have to both be in possession of the mobile phone and know the user’s password. 

Consequently we classify this protocol as being resilient to Stolen Verifier Attacks.  

Likewise, if the user’s password is stolen (we model this event by placing the user’s 

password on the channel in phase 1), the attacker would not succeed because he would 

also need to be in possession of mobile phone D2. Therefore resilience to Stolen Verifier 

Attacks is confirmed. 

5.5 Formal Verification and Security Analysis of UPACS 

The details of the UPACS protocol are described in depth in the previous chapters of 

this manuscript. Therefore we proceed to describe the typed pi calculus model created for 

the UPACS protocol and perform an in-depth security analysis. 

5.5.1 Typed Pi Calculus Model of UPACS for Proverif: 

This protocol has three interacting processes: the user process, the parent process, and 

the key server process. The parent process is a server to the user process, and 

consequently when we refer to security attacks from the perspective of a user or a server 

we will be referring to the parent process as the server and the user process representing 

its users. Appendix G shows the typed calculus model of the user and parent processes. 

The user process (lines 345-469) exchanges messages with the parent process (lines 471-

558) in order to complete 6 distinct protocol execution phases: User Registration, Child 

Node Addition, Child Node Deletion, Access Rights Modification, User Deletion, and 

Child Node Actuation. Each of these phases begins with mutual authentication between 

the parent and user processes with help from the key server. We now proceed with a 
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security analysis of the UPACS protocol. The Proverif queries issued and results obtained 

are shown in Appendix H. 

5.5.2 Security Analysis of UPACS: 

As with the previously described protocols, we follow the principles described in 

Section 5.1 in performing this analysis. 

Attacks on User Privacy and Anonymity: To determine if the protocol protects the 

privacy and secrecy of user data, we issued the reachability queries shown in Appendix H 

(lines 113-114). The results returned by Proverif verify that the protocol protects the 

secrecy of the identity of both the user and the parent, confirming the protocol’s 

resilience to Attacks on User Privacy and Anonymity. 

Session Key Security Attacks: To check the session keys NUx and N’Py created by this 

protocol for their secrecy properties we declared  two variables userNonceCheck and 

parentNonceCheck as free private variables and encrypted them with the session keys, 

then issued reachability queries against them following the methodology of Section 5.1. 

The results returned by Proverif verify that both session keys are kept secret from 

attackers. 

Password Guessing Attacks: The UPACS protocol does not use passwords and is 

consequently not subject to this form of attack. 

De-Synchronization Attacks: To check for this vulnerability we issued the queries for 

correct ordering of messages in each phase (e.g. lines 193-199 for the Resource 
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Registration Phase). The results returned by Proverif verify that the protocol is not 

vulnerable to De-Synchronization Attacks. 

Replay Attacks: The query for replay of the message from the parent process upon user 

authentication in the Resource Registration Phase (lines 241-246) yields a result of True, 

which verifies that replaying the message indicating user authentication would not result 

in successful completion of the session, thereby verifying the protocol’s resilience to 

Replay Attacks. 

Eavesdropping Attacks: The noninterference queries (lines 119-120) against the user 

and parent identities (already proven to be kept secret by the protocol) yield results which 

show that noninterference against these terms is True, verifying the protocol’s resilience 

against Eavesdropping Attacks. 

Denial of Service Attacks: The queries for denial of service attacks on the user (lines 

283-287) and the parent (lines 319-322) both yield a result of True, meaning that denial 

of service attacks against the protocol will be unsuccessful. 

User & Server Masquerade Attacks: To model User Masquerade Attacks we place the 

user’s private key on the channel in phase 1 and re-issue the reachability queries against 

the previously secret user and parent identities. The results show that the secrecy of the 

terms in phase 0 still holds, guaranteeing that an attacker could not re-construct phase 0 

sessions and recover user identity information. 

Likewise, we model Server Masquerade Attacks by placing the server’s private key on 

the channel in phase 1 and re-issuing reachability queries against the user and parent 
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identities. Again the secrecy of the identities holds, confirming the resilience of the 

protocol to both User and Server Masquerade Attacks. 

Stolen Verifier Attacks: This protocol does not use a physical verifier, and is 

consequently not subject to this form of attack. 

Stolen Password Attacks: This protocol does not use a password, and is therefore not 

subject to this form of attack. 

5.6 Security Analysis Summary 

Each of the protocols reviewed provides a unique insight into the challenging 

problem of providing secure physical access control and is an important work in its own 

right. Table 5 shows a side-by-side comparison of their security features for easy 

reference. 
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Table 5 – Security Analysis Summary 
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6. REFERENCE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE UPACS PROTOCOL 

6.1 Overview 

The Universal Physical Access Control System (UPACS) is a protocol and 

framework for ensuring secure access and control of remote physical devices.  It defines 

four main roles of protocol participants and six execution phases. In this section we 

describe the UPACS protocol from the perspective of the messages exchanged between 

the protocol’s participants, describe an implementation of UPACS as a proof of concept, 

and examine the protocol’s resilience in the presence of several known forms of security 

attack. 

The four protocol participant roles are users, resource parents, a trusted key server to 

establish mutual authentication between users and resource parents, and child nodes 

tasked with actuating physical end devices. Users need to gain secure access to one or 

more physical devices; and resource parents manage access to one or more child nodes, 

each of which is able to actuate a single physical device. Though the resource parent may 

typically be a server co-located with its child nodes, the protocol itself imposes no such 

restriction and as such a resource parent may be located anywhere with respect to its 

child nodes as long as there is network connectivity between them. However, a typical 

scenario would be a single resource parent in a small building or in a section of a large
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building, managing access to one or more child nodes within communication range. A 

child node is a customizable device controller co-located with its associated physical 

device. 

A trusted key server is responsible for facilitating mutual authentication between 

users and resource parents, generating and providing public encryption keys for each 

upon request. Upon establishment of mutual authentication between resource parent and 

user, the user may initiate any of the protocol’s six execution phases: Resource 

Registration, Child Node Addition, Child Node Deletion, Access Rights Modification, 

User Deletion, and Child Node Actuation.  

In the Resource Registration phase the protocol generates a unique identity, 

resourceID, for a resource parent.  The resourceID is automatically generated from the 

user’s GPS location and current timestamp at the time of registration and uniquely 

identifies the registering user as the owner of the resource parent and as such allows him 

certain specific rights not held by other potential users. For example, only resource parent 

owners may add or delete child nodes or perform the first assignment of access rights to a 

given child node to another user. 

Upon registering a resource parent the owner may add one or more child nodes to it in 

the Child Node Addition phase. Child nodes are customizable and in creating a child node 

the user sends its intended personalization information to the resource parent. The child 

node personalization information includes a set of commands that may be issued to the 

child node and the state machine for its intended behavior upon receipt of each command. 
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The set of commands that could be executed by a child node is an unbounded list which 

may grow to accommodate future requirements. There is no restriction on the number of 

child nodes that a resource parent can control. During creation of a child node a new 

random number, cNodeID, is generated and assigned as the identity of the new node. This 

identifying number is required for Child Node Deletion, Access Rights Modification, 

User Deletion, and Child Node Actuation. 

The owner of a resource parent may delete a child node in the Child Node Deletion 

phase, during which all access rights by the owner any other user with prior access rights 

are lost. 

A user with access rights to a child node may assign some or all of those rights to 

another user by executing the Access Rights Modification phase of the protocol. A user 

does not have to be a child node’s owner in order to assign access rights for that child 

node to another user. Access rights to a child node may be assigned to another user who 

may or may not already have prior access rights to it. If the intended assignee already has 

access rights to a child node, an access rights assignment may add to but not take away 

from the user’s set of access rights. 

During the User Deletion phase the owner of a resource parent may revoke all of a 

user’s access rights to one of its child nodes. Such revocation does not affect the user’s 

access rights to other child nodes that may or may not be owned by the revoking owner. 

The Child Node Actuation phase may be executed by any user with access rights to a 

given child node. In Child Node Actuation, the protocol examines the user’s access rights 
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to a child node and allows execution of only the specific commands for which the user 

has access rights. 

6.2 Implementation Details 

We modeled the resource parent as a Raspberry Pi computer running a node.js web 

server with socket.js, which enables bi-directional data exchange between the server and 

connected clients through the client’s web browser. The Express framework with a Jade 

html preprocessor was installed on the server, as well as a Mongodb database for data 

persistence. A Nordic Semiconductor nRF24L01+ (model B revision 2) transceiver was 

connected to the Raspberry Pi for radio communication with its child nodes.  Figure 16 is 

a diagram of the resource parent. 

 

Figure 16 – Resource Parent Node 

We modeled the child node as a Texas Instruments MSP430 microcontroller with a 

connected nRF24L01+ transceiver used for communicating with the resource parent 

node. Figure 17 is a block diagram of a child node. 
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Figure 17 – Child Node 

We used a laptop with a web browser to communicate with the resource parent node 

through the web server. Prior mutual authentication between users and parents was 

assumed. Therefore all protocol execution phases began with a request from a user to a 

resource parent node, each with full knowledge of the other’s previously generated 

nonce, NUx for the user and NPy for the resource parent. Browsing to the resource 

parent’s web server interface we were able to execute all phases of the protocol. A picture 

of the experimental setup with one resource parent and two child nodes is shown in 

Figure 18. 

6.2.1 Mutual Authentication 

The messages exchanged between a user Ux and resource parent P while executing 

the UPACS protocol are as shown in Figure 19 thru Figure 24. Each of the six protocol 

phases following mutual authentication is initiated with P’s response to message M7 sent 

by Ux at the conclusion of mutual authentication, which utilizes the services of a trusted 

key server and leads to eventual knowledge by each entity of a secret nonce generated by 

the other to be used for the current session. In each phase, all messages exchanged 
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between Ux and P are encrypted using symmetric encryption. Messages sent by Ux are 

encrypted and decrypted using Ux’s nonce and messages sent by P are encrypted and 

decrypted using P’s nonce. Mutual authentication is accomplished as shown in Figure 6 

based on the Needham-Schroeder public key protocol for mutual authentication [61] [73]. 

 

Figure 18 - Experimental Setup 

6.2.2 Resource Registration Messages 

The messages exchanged between a user Ux and resource parent P during Resource 

Registration are as shown in Figure 19. To initiate the Resource Registration phase, Ux 

sends message M7 to P requesting resource registration. 

 M7: Ux→P : sencrypt((Ux, RREQ), NUx) 
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Upon receiving message M7, P decrypts it and encrypts its known identity U'x for the 

user it established mutual authentication with, along with its acknowledgment of Ux’s 

resource registration request RREQ_Ack and sends to the user via message M8. 

 M8: P→Ux: sencrypt((U'x, RREQ_Ack), NPy) 

Upon receiving message M8, Ux decrypts M8 and if it sees RREQ_Ack it executes the 

function getGPS() to obtain its current latitude LA, longitude LO and the current 

timestamp TC, which it encrypts and sends to P via message M9. 

 M9: Ux→P : sencrypt((LA, LO , TC), NUx) 

 

Figure 19 - Resource Registration Messages 

P decrypts message M9 and generates a new value resourceID based on the values of LA, 

LO and TC, to be used as its registered identity for all future runs of the protocol. P inserts a 
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new database record for the newly registered identity with Ux recorded as its owner. P 

then encrypts resourceID the status of the request and sends to Ux via message M10. 

 M10: P→Ux: sencrypt((RREQ_Confirm, resourceID, err), NP) 

Ux decrypts message M10 to recover RREQ_Confirm and err. If !err, confirmation of 

successful execution appears on Ux’s monitor, otherwise err is displayed. 

6.2.3 Child Node Addition Messages 

The messages exchanged between a user Ux and resource parent P during Child Node 

Addition are as shown in Figure 20. To initiate the Child Node Addition phase, Ux sends 

message M7 to P requesting child node addition. 

 M7: Ux→P : sencrypt((Ux, AREQ), NUx) 

Upon receiving message M7, P decrypts it and encrypts its known identity U'x for the user 

it established mutual authentication with, along with its acknowledgment of Ux’s child 

node addition request AREQ_Ack and sends to the user via message M11. 

 M11: P→Ux: sencrypt((U'x, AREQ_Ack), NPy) 

Upon receiving message M11, Ux decrypts M11 and if it sees AREQ_Ack it executes the 

function getCnodeData() to obtain the resource parent’s identity resourceID and the 

commands to be used to personalize the new child node, which it encrypts and sends to P 

via message M12. 

 M12: Ux→P : sencrypt((resourceID, commands), NUx) 
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P decrypts message M12 and generates a new random value cNodeID to be used as the 

identity of the new child node for all future runs of the protocol. If Ux is the owner of the 

resource with identity resourceID, P inserts a new database record for the newly created 

child node with Ux recorded as the owner, otherwise P logs an error. P then encrypts the 

status of the request and sends to Ux via message M13. 

 M13: P→Ux: sencrypt((AREQ_Confirm, err), NP) 

Ux decrypts message M13 to recover AREQ_Confirm and err. If !err, confirmation of 

successful execution appears on Ux’s monitor, otherwise err is displayed. 

 

Figure 20 - Child Node Addition Messages 
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6.2.4 Child Node Deletion Messages 

The messages exchanged between a user Ux and resource parent P during Child Node 

Deletion are as shown in Figure 21. To initiate the Child Node Deletion phase, Ux sends 

message M7 to P with a child node deletion request. 

 M7: Ux→P : sencrypt((Ux, DREQ), NUx) 

Upon receiving message M7, P decrypts it and encrypts its known identity U'x for the user 

it established mutual authentication with, along with its acknowledgment of Ux’s child 

node deletion request DREQ_Ack and sends to the user via message M14. 

 M14: P→Ux: sencrypt((U'x, DREQ_Ack), NPy) 

 

Figure 21 - Child Node Deletion Messages 
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Upon receiving message M14, Ux decrypts it and if it sees DREQ_Ack it executes the 

function getCnodeInfo() to obtain the identity resourceID of the resource parent affected 

and the identity cNodeID of the specific child node to be deleted, which it encrypts and 

sends to P via message M15. 

 M15: Ux→P : sencrypt((resourceID, cNodeID), NUx) 

P decrypts message M15 and if Ux is the owner of the child node with parent identity 

resourceID and child node identity cNodeID, P deletes the associated database record, 

otherwise P logs an error. P then encrypts the status of the request and sends to Ux via 

message M16. 

 M16: P→Ux: sencrypt((DREQ_Confirm, err), NP) 

Ux decrypts message M16 to recover DREQ_Confirm and err. If !err, confirmation of 

successful execution appears on Ux’s monitor, otherwise err is displayed. 

6.2.5 Access Rights Modification Messages 

The messages exchanged between a user Ux and resource parent P during Access 

Rights Modification are as shown in Figure 22. To initiate the Access Rights Modification 

phase, Ux sends message M7 to P requesting access rights modification. 

 M7: Ux→P : sencrypt((Ux, TREQ), NUx) 

Upon receiving message M7, P decrypts it and encrypts its known identity U'x for the user 

it established mutual authentication with, along with its acknowledgment of Ux’s access 

rights modification request TREQ_Ack and sends to the user via message M20. 

 M20: P→Ux: sencrypt((U'x, TREQ_Ack), NPy) 
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Figure 22 - Access Rights Modification Messages 

Upon receiving message M20, Ux decrypts it and if it sees TREQ_Ack it executes the 

function getCnodeInput() to obtain the affected resource parent’s registered identity 

resourceID and the identity cNodeID of the affected child node, and also the identity Uz of 

the user whose access rights are to be modified, along with the commands requested for 

Uz, which it encrypts and sends to P via message M12. 

 M21: Ux→P : sencrypt((resourceID, cNodeID, Uz, commands), NUx) 

P decrypts message M21 and executes the function generateModifiedRights() to obtain 

Uz’s new modified access rights to child node cNodeID, then updates the database 

accordingly.   

 P then encrypts the status of the request and sends to Ux via message M22. 

 M22: P→Ux: sencrypt((TREQ_Confirm, err), NP) 
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Ux decrypts message M22 to recover TREQ_Confirm and err. If !err, confirmation of 

successful execution appears on Ux’s monitor, otherwise err is displayed. 

6.2.6 User Deletion Messages 

The messages exchanged between a user Ux and resource parent P during User 

Deletion are as shown in Figure 23. To initiate the User Deletion phase, Ux sends message 

M7 to P requesting user deletion. 

 M7: Ux→P : sencrypt((Ux, DUSR), NUx) 

Upon receiving message M7, P decrypts it and encrypts its known identity U'x for the user 

it established mutual authentication with, along with its acknowledgment of Ux’s user 

deletion request DUSR_Ack and sends to the user via message M17. 

 M17: P→Ux: sencrypt((U'x, DUSR_Ack), NPy) 

Upon receiving message M17, Ux decrypts it and if it sees DUSR_Ack it executes the 

function getCnodeInput() to obtain the identity Uz of the user to be deleted, and the 

identity resourceID of the affected resource parent together with the identity cNodeID of 

the child node from which Uz is to be deleted, which it encrypts and sends to P via 

message M18. 

 M18: Ux→P : sencrypt((resourceID, cNodeID, Uz), NUx) 

P decrypts M18 and if Ux is the owner of the child node with resource parent identity 
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Figure 23 - User Deletion Messages 

resourceID and child node identity cNodeID, P removes the associated database record 

previously created for user Uz.   

P then encrypts the status of the request and sends to Ux via message M19. 

 M19: P→Ux: sencrypt((DUSR_Confirm, err), NP) 

Ux decrypts message M19 to recover DUSR_Confirm and err. If !err, confirmation of 

successful execution appears on Ux’s monitor, otherwise err is displayed. 

6.2.7 Child Node Actuation Messages 

The messages exchanged between a user Ux, resource parent P and child node with 

identity cNodeID during Child Node Actuation are as shown in Figure 24. To initiate the 

Child Node Actuation phase, Ux sends message M7 to P requesting child node actuation. 

 M7: Ux→P : sencrypt((Ux, ACTC), NUx) 
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Upon receiving message M7, P decrypts it and encrypts its known identity U'x for the user 

it established mutual authentication with, along with its acknowledgment of Ux’s child 

node actuation request ACTC_Ack and sends to the user via message M23. 

 M23: P→Ux: sencrypt((U'x, ACTC_Ack), NPy) 

Upon receiving message M23, Ux decrypts it and if it sees ACTC_Ack it executes the 

function getCommandInput() to obtain the command to send and the identity resourceID 

of the affected resource parent together with the identity cNodeID of the affected child 

node, which it encrypts and sends to P via message M24. 

 M24: Ux→P : sencrypt((resourceID, cNodeID, cmd), NUx) 

 

Figure 24 - Child Node Actuation Messages 

P decrypts message M24 and if Ux has access rights for command cmd on the child node 

with resource parent identity resourceID and child node identity cNodeID, P sends 

command cmd to the child node. 
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P then encrypts the status of the request and sends to Ux via message M25. 

 M25: P→Ux: sencrypt((ACTC_Confirm, err), NP) 

Ux decrypts message M25 to recover ACTC_Confirm and err. If !err, confirmation of 

successful execution appears on Ux’s monitor, otherwise err is displayed. 

6.3 Results and Security Analysis 

We executed several scenarios to verify the correctness of the UPACS protocol 

implementation. Figure 25 shows a screen shot of the user interface. 

 

Figure 25 - UPACS User Interface 

6.3.1 Attempting Parent Registration without Prior Mutual Authentication 

An attacker may attempt to register a resource parent without first being mutually 

authenticated to the child node. Attempts to perform resource parent registration before 

mutual authentication were unsuccessful due to the absence of session nonces for the 

protocol participants. 
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6.3.2 Adding a Child Node to Another User’s Resource Parent 

An attacker may attempt to add a child node to a legitimate user’s resource parent, 

and the UPACS protocol thwarts such an attack, as shown in Figure 26 when user MaryB 

plays the role of an attacker and attempts to add a child node to MarkL’s resource parent. 

Prior to updating the database with a new child node record and sending message M13, P 

checks to determine whether MaryB is the owner of the resource. And since she is not, 

the database is not updated and message M13 is an error message as shown. 

 

Figure 26 - An Attack during Child Node Addition 

6.3.3 Deleting a Child Node Belonging to another User 

An attacker may attempt to delete a child node that belongs to a legitimate user, and 

the UPACS protocol thwarts such an attack, as shown in Figure 27 when user MarkL 

plays the role of an attacker and attempts to delete a child node belonging to MaryB. 

Prior to deleting the specified node and sending message M16, P checks to determine 

whether MarkL is the owner of the child node. And since he is not, the child node is not 

deleted and message M16 is an error message as shown. 
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6.3.4 Privilege Elevation Attacks 

Access Rights Modification allows a user Ux to assign to another Uz the right to 

execute one or more of the commands that Ux is allowed to execute on a given child 

node. In a Privilege Elevation Attack, Ux may attempt to assign to Uz the right to execute 

commands that Ux does not have the right to execute. In this implementation no error is  

 

Figure 27 - An Attack during Child Node Deletion 

generated by such an attempt, but Ux’s access rights are anded with its requested access 

rights for Uz in generating Uz’s new access rights. Uz’s new access rights PZ are given by: 

 PZ  = YR + Z 

where Y represents Ux’s access rights, R represents Ux’s requested access rights for Uz and 

Z represents Uz’s prior access rights if any. In the implementation, due to the way Uz’s 

access rights are computed as shown, this attack failed. Attacks in which Ux attempts to 

give himself additional access rights also failed for the same reason. 
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6.3.5 Deletion of a User from a Non-Owned Child Node 

An attacker may attempt to delete a legitimate user’s rights to access a child node. In 

a test scenario, JeanP attempted to delete MarkL’s access rights to a child node not 

owned by JeanP. Since UPACS only allows user deletion by the owner of the child node, 

the request was not performed and an error was generated as shown in Figure 28. Prior to 

deleting MarkL’s access rights and sending message M19 to JeanP, P checks to 

determine whether JeanP is the owner of the child node, and after determining that she is 

not, P does not delete MarkL and sends message M19 as an error message.  

 

Figure 28 - An Attack during User Deletion 

6.3.6 Sending a Command to a Child Node without Permission 

An attacker may attempt to send a command to a child node that is not allowed by his 

access rights. For example, Figure 29 shows that MaryB is allowed to send only the 

commands Light On and Light Off to the selected child node. However, Mary attempted 

to send the command Read Temperature but it was grayed out on her display and she was 

unable to do so. 
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6.3.7 Replay Attacks & Denial-of-Service Attacks 

In a Replay Attack, an attacker may re-transmit one of the messages previously sent 

by a legitimate user. For example, during Resource Registration a user sends message M8 

after receiving RREQ_ACK from the resource parent. The attacker may later re-send 

message M8 several times to flood the server with spurious traffic in order to exhaust its 

resources and render it incapable of servicing legitimate users’ requests. Such an attack 

would not be successful because the attacker would have a stale session nonce NUx and 

the server would reject messages encrypted with it. 

 

Figure 29 - An Attack during Child Node Actuation 

6.3.8 Attacks on Data Integrity & Man-in-the Middle Attacks 

If an attacker is able to intercept the messages exchanged between a legitimate user 

and a resource parent he may attempt to perform modifications to them in an attempt to 

deceive the honest user and resource parent. However, since the attacker does not know 

the content of an intercepted message, any changes to it would result in the message 
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becoming unintelligible to the honest interlocutors, which would then drop it, resulting in 

the session being aborted. 

6.3.9 Insider Attacks 

A person with access to the resource parent’s server may gain access to its database 

and forge database records in order to give himself access rights to a child node, 

following which he may then attempt to send commands to the child node. Such an attack 

would fail due to the requirement for prior mutual authentication before initiating a 

protocol phase. In this scenario, no session nonces would have been generated and as a 

result the execution would fail. 

6.3.10 Eavesdropping Attacks 

Due to the fact that the attacker does not have the session nonces exchanged between 

the legitimate user and the resource parent, eavesdropping attacks would be unsuccessful 

because he would not be able to decrypt the messages observed. And as shown in Section 

4 the protocol satisfies observational equivalence properties that would render the 

attacker unable to distinguish between the changing values of the terms in the messages 

observed. 

6.3.11 Spoofing Attacks 

An attacker may attempt to impersonate a legitimate user and engage in 

communication with a resource parent, or he may attempt to impersonate a resource 

parent and engage in communication with an honest user. In either case there would not 

have been prior mutual authentication between the attacker and the honest interlocutor 
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and hence there would have been no exchange of session nonces, without which neither 

protocol participant would be able to decrypt messages received from the other. 

6.3.12 Attacks on Privacy and Confidentiality 

The communication channel used by the protocol is a public channel, and therefore an 

attacker may be able to observe messages exchanged between honest protocol 

participants and may attempt to obtain the user’s secret and confidential information. 

However, because the messages are encrypted and the attacker does not have the session 

nonces to decrypt them the attack would fail. And as proved in section 4 the protocol 

guarantees the secrecy of terms exchanged in the execution of the protocol.
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7. CONCURRENCY ANALYSIS OF UPACS 

We have proposed the Universal Physical Access Control System (UPACS) as a 

secure physical access control protocol that enables remote access and management of 

physical devices, as well as management of users’ access rights and permissions for 

issuing commands to them. The protocol encompasses six phases of execution in which 

users exchange messages with resource parents to register new resource parents, add and 

delete child nodes, transfer and delegate access rights to child nodes, revoke previously 

transferred access rights, and actuate child nodes, after prior mutual authentication 

between the user and the resource parent with the help of a trusted key server. And as a 

part of the child node actuation phase, resource parents also send users’ commands to 

child nodes to actuate a physical device. All of these processes - user, resource parent, 

key server and child node - are allowed to run concurrently as many times as necessary to 

complete execution of any given protocol phase. However, along with concurrency come 

several specific challenges that must be addressed in order to ensure that the protocol’s 

intended security properties are not violated. In particular, important safety and liveness 

properties of the protocol must be considered. 

The safety properties of a protocol for a system of concurrently executing processes 

are concerned with assertions that execution of the protocol never places the system into 
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an unsafe state [73], and the liveness properties are concerned with assertions that the 

system eventually enters all of its intended states [73]. In this section we model the 

UPACS protocol using Finite State Processes (FSP). We also provide a graphical 

representation of the models by expressing them as Labeled Transition Systems (LTS), 

and analyze them using the Labeled Transition System Analyzer (LTSA) model checking 

tool to determine whether the protocol satisfies several important safety and liveness 

properties (for an in-depth description of FSP models, LTS and the LTSA model 

checking tool interested readers are referred to [73]). 

LTSA safety checks of a model reveal whether the model violates any intended safety 

properties, including deadlock. Deadlock in concurrently executing processes is a safety 

threat in which during the course of execution the system has reached a state from which 

there are no outgoing transitions. LTSA can also be used to perform progress checks to 

determine if the system has entered into a cycle of execution of a terminal set of states 

from which it cannot escape. LTSA reports such a condition as a progress violation. 

During this study we continually use the LTSA tool to perform safety and progress 

checks of a model of the UPACS protocol. Figure 30 shows the communication flow 

between the UPACS processes. 

Users and resource parents communicate with each other to fulfill users’ requests, 

with the users behaving as clients of the resource parents. Concurrent with this exchange, 

both resource parents and users must communicate with the key server to fulfill their 

requests as clients of the key server, and also concurrently resource parents must issue 
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Figure 30 – Communication Flow between UPACS Processes 

users’ commands to their child nodes and receive the results returned by them. FSP 

allows us to model this complex system of concurrently executing processes and 

mechanically verify its correctness with regard to its intended safety and liveness 

properties by examining every possible state and state transition. 

7.1 Modeling the Resource Parent Process 

Communication between users and resource parents can be modeled as a client-server 

exchange, with the users behaving as clients. A user sends a message to a resource parent 

and waits for a response. The user process blocks until the response is received. Requests 

from multiple users are queued in a FIFO queue at the resource parent. Resource parents 
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retrieve requests from the queue and are blocked only when the queue is empty. FSP 

supports a Rendezvous request/reply message-passing protocol that can be used to 

represent this form of communication. It uses an abstraction termed an entry to model the 

communication port. The entry is modeled as: 

PORT = (send[x:M]->PORT[x]), 

PORT[h:M] = (send[x:M]->PORT[x][h] | receive[h]->PORT), 

PORT[t:S][h:M] = (send[x:M]->PORT[x][t][h] | receive[h]->PORT[t]). 

||ENTRY1 = (PORT / {call/send, accept/receive}). 

The user process is modeled as:  

USER(CH='reply) = (entry.call[CH]->[CH]->USER). 

The parent process is modeled as: 

PARENT = (entry.accept[ch:M]->[ch]->PARENT). 

A User sending a message in the set of messages M to the resource parent receives a 

response on its own reply channel. Therefore for a system of two users User1 and User2 

communicating with resource parent Parent, the set of messages M received by the two 

users on their reply channels could be represented as: 

set M = {replyP1U1,replyP1U2}  

Users send messages by means of the send actions in the definition for PORT1 and 

for a queue length of 2 the set S in the definition for PORT1 is defined as: 

set S = {[M]} 
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The graphical representations of users User1 and User2 and resource parent Parent 

generated by LTS are as shown in Figure 31 and Figure 32.  The graphical representation 

of Entry1 is shown in Figure 33. The composite system is graphed in Figure 34 and 

modeled as shown in the structure diagram of Figure 35. 

  

Figure 31 – LTS Graphs of 2 Users

 

Figure 32 – LTS Graph of 1 Resource Parent 

An LTSA safety check of this system shows that it has no deadlocks or errors, and a 

progress check detects no progress violations.  

It should be noted that the composite system requires only 9 states to represent it. 

However, the number of states required increases sharply for higher numbers of users, 

resource parents, unique messages sent, and queue length, and in so doing make the 
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Figure 33 – LTS Graph of Entry1 

 

Figure 34 – LTS Graph of the Composite System 

 

Figure 35 – Composite Model of 1 Resource Parent and 2 Users 
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models unmanageably large and the graphs unreadable. Nevertheless, the abstractions 

used to represent the messages sent allow us to verify the correctness of behavior of the 

composite model without specifying each unique message. 

7.2 Modeling the Key Server Process 

In the UPACS protocol the key server provides users and resource parents with public 

keys in its knowledge base upon request. Clients request a public key from the key server 

and wait upon the response. This allows us to model communication between the key 

server and its clients using the same type of Rendezvous construct we used to model 

communication between the resource parent and its clients. We call the communication 

port Entry2 and model it as follows: 

PORT2 = (send[x:M2]->PORT2[x]), 

PORT2[h:M2] = (send[x:M2]->PORT2[x][h] | receive[h]->PORT2), 

PORT2[t:S2][h:M2] = (send[x:M2]->PORT2[x][t][h] | receive[h]->PORT2[t]). 

||ENTRY2 = (PORT2 / {call/send, accept/receive}). 

To model a queue capacity of 3 messages, set S2 in the definition for PORT2 is 

defined as: 

set S2 = {[M2], [M2] [M2]} 

In addition, the key server replies to clients User1, User2 and Parent on their 

dedicated reply channels replyKSU1, replyKSU2 and replKSP1 respectively. Therefore 

the set of reply messages is defined as: 

set M2 = {replyKSU1,replyKSU2, replyKSP1} 
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The FSP model of the user remains the same, but the model for Parent changes to 

indicate the fact that in addition to being a server for users it is also a client of the key 

server: 

PARENT(CH='reply) = (entry.accept[ch:M1]->[ch]->PARENT | entry.call[CH] 

->[CH]->PARENT). 

And the key server is modeled as: 

KEYSERVER = (entry.accept[ch:M2]->[ch]->KEYSERVER). 

The composite model, which includes the model for the resource parent acting as 

server, is described by the structure diagram of Figure 36. 

 

Figure 36 – Composite Model of 1 Resource Parent, 2 Users and the Key Server 
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The LTS graph of Parent (shown in Figure 37) has changed to show messages 

exchanged with the key server – entry.call.replyKSP1 and replyKSP1. The LTS graph of 

the key server is shown in Figure 38. The composite model has too many states (191) to 

display on a graph. However, an LTSA safety check of the model reveals no deadlocks or 

errors, and a progress check reveals no progress violations. 

 

Figure 37 – LTS Graph of a Resource Parent as a Key Server Client

 

Figure 38 – LTS Graph of Key Server 
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7.3 Modeling the Child Process 

The parent process is responsible for obtaining command requests from its user 

clients, and also for communicating those requests to child nodes being managed by the 

users. We model this communication as a master/slave relationship between the parent 

process and child process, with the parent process behaving as master. Upon receiving a 

command request from a user the parent process spawns a child process and sends it the 

command using a synchronous send/receive, which is a one-way message flow in which 

the send action chan[e] is synchronized with the receive action chan[v:M], where chan is 

the communication channel, chan[e] is the action of sending message e on channel chan 

and chan[v:M] is the action of receiving a message in the set M into variable v. Upon 

receiving the command from the parent the child node performs the requested actions and 

initiates a synchronous send/receive with the parent. 

To model these additional requirements we define message set M3 to be the 

commands sent to the child process as follows (note that we are limiting the model to 

only one unique command in order to maintain a manageable number of state spaces): 

set M3 = {cmd} 

The child process is modeled as: 

CNODE = (chan[v:M3]->actuateDev->chan[M3].res->CNODE). 

To model four child nodes, we give each child node an ID in the range 1 to 4 and add 

the child node ID to the definition for the parent process, which must also change to 

reflect its communication with the child process: 
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const N = 4 

range ID = 1..N 

PARENT(CH='reply) = (entry.accept[ch:M1]->cnode[ID].chan[M3] 

->cnode[ID].chan[v:M3].res->[ch]->PARENT | entry.call[CH] 

->[CH]->PARENT). 

The definition of the model must also change to reference the ID numbers of child 

nodes: 

||Concurrency3 = (USER('replyP1U1) || USER('replyP1U2) || entry:ENTRY1 

|| USER('replyKSU1) || USER('replyKSU2) || PARENT('replyKSP1) 

|| entry:ENTRY2 || KEYSERVER  || cnode[ID]:CNODE). 

The LTS graph of Parent showing 4 child nodes is too detailed to show on this page, 

but for reference a graph of Parent showing 1 child node is as shown in Figure 39. Also, 

the LTS graph of child node 1 is as shown in Figure 40. 

 

Figure 39 – LTS Graph of a Resource Parent after Adding the Child Process 
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Figure 40 – LTS Graph of Child Node 1 

The composite model including all UPACS processes is shown in Figure 41. LTSA 

safety and progress checks reveal no deadlocks or other safety errors or progress 

violations. 

 

Figure 41 – Composite Model showing all UPACS Processes 
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7.4 Modeling Restricted Network Resources 

The model of Figure 41 has a FIFO queue length of 2 to accommodate concurrent 

requests from both of the users being modeled, and as such does not reflect real world 

conditions, in which resources are usually scarce and each user cannot be guaranteed its 

own dedicated slot in the communication port. To bring the model closer to real world 

conditions we increase the number of users to 4 while maintaining the queue length of 2. 

Set M1 then becomes: 

set M1 = {replyP1U1,replyP1U2,replyP1U3,replyP1U4} 

This reflects the addition of two additional users User3 and User4. Also, the 

composite model must be changed to model the reply channels to these users from both 

the parent process and the key server process: 

||Concurrency4 = (USER('replyP1U1) || USER('replyP1U2) 

|| USER('replyP1U3)  || USER('replyP1U4) || entry:ENTRY1 

|| USER('replyKSU1) || USER('replyKSU2)  || USER('replyKSU3) 

|| USER('replyKSU4) || PARENT('replyKSP1) || entry:ENTRY2 

|| KEYSERVER || cnode[ID]:CNODE). 

When this model is composed and checked using LTSA two property violations are 

reported – one on Entry1 and one on Entry2. Also, a progress check reveals a progress 

violation, as a terminal set of states is reached. Analysis of an LTSA trace reveals that the 

addition of the two new users could result in message calls to both Entry1 and Entry2 

while their queues are full. 
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To fix this problem a bounded buffer could be used to control message flow at both 

queues.  Setting a buffer of length of 2 for Entry1 and 3 for Entry2 prohibits any attempt 

to send messages when the buffers are full (with 2 messages in the case of Entry1 and 3 

messages in the case of Entry2). These values are arbitrarily chosen but serve the purpose 

of stress-testing the model by forcing 4 clients to make do with 2 buffer slots in Entry1 

and 5 clients to make do with 3 buffer slots in Entry2. The two bounded buffers are 

modeled as: 

BUFFER1(N=2) = COUNT[N], 

COUNT[i:0..N] = (when(i<N) entry.accept[M1]->COUNT[i+1] 

| when(i>0) entry.call[M1]->COUNT[i-1]). 

BUFFER2(N=3) = COUNT[N], 

COUNT[i:0..N] = (when(i<N) entry.accept[M2]->COUNT[i+1] 

| when(i>0) entry.call[M2]->COUNT[i-1]). 

The LTS graph of Buffer1 in Figure 42 shows that it can accept no more than 2 

messages but prevents the system from going into an error state when additional 

messages are received. Without the buffer any message received when the queue is full 

would place the system into an error state. 

 

Figure 42 – LTS Graph of the Buffer for Entry1 
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LTSA safety and progress checks of the composed system (which has 59,547 states) 

including the two bounded buffers reveal that there are no deadlocks or other safety 

errors or progress violations. It must be noted here that the addition of the buffers did not 

contribute to the state space of the model, which had the same number of states before the 

buffers were added. 

7.5 Modeling Congestion at the Key Server 

Adverse effects of concurrency are not always apparent, particularly under ideal or 

near-ideal conditions. The challenges met by providing bounded buffers are by no means 

the only ones. For example, congestion on the key server network could severely hamper 

the key server’s ability to keep pace with requests from its clients and force the overall 

system into an unsafe state or a terminal set of states. Therefore to model congestion at 

the key server we compose the overall system with a low priority on key server message 

accept actions, i.e. we compose the system as follows: 

||Concurrency6 = (USER('replyP1U1) || USER('replyP1U2) 

|| USER('replyP1U3)  || USER('replyP1U4) || BUFFER1(2) || BUFFER2(3) 

|| entry:ENTRY1 || USER('replyKSU1) || USER('replyKSU2) 

|| USER('replyKSU3) || USER('replyKSU4)  || PARENT('replyKSP1) 

|| entry:ENTRY2 || KEYSERVER || cnode[ID]:CNODE) 

>> {entry.accept[ch:M2]}. 

An LTSA safety check revealed no deadlocks or safety errors, but a progress check 

revealed that the system can enter a terminal set of states, effectively making the key 
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server the victim of starvation as no key server actions are chosen. This is evidenced by 

close examination of the LTSA trace shown in Figure 43. 

It could be reasoned that one way to improve message accepts by the key server is to 

require that message accepts by the parent process always be preceded by message 

accepts by the key server, and therefore the system could be composed with a process we 

call ORDER: 

ORDER = (entry.accept[M2]->entry.accept[M1]->ORDER). 

However, this new composition deadlocks and fails to solve the problem. Analysis of 

several LTSA traces shows that when both buffers are empty the parent process always 

gets priority over the key server process in accepting a message call to clear a space in its 

buffer, as could be expected given that message calls at the key server are constrained.  

Therefore to solve this problem we could prevent Entry1 from always having priority 

in such situations. This could be accomplished by composing both buffers as one 2x3 

buffer and allowing message accepts at Entry1 only when Entry2’s buffer is not full: 

BUFFER(N1=2,N2=3) = COUNT[N1][N2], 

COUNT[i:0..N1][j:0..N2] = 

(when(i<N1 && j>0) entry.accept[M1]->COUNT[i+1][j] 

| when(i>0) entry.call[M1]->COUNT[i-1][j] 

| when(j<N2) entry.accept[M2]->COUNT[i][j+1] 

| when(j>0) entry.call[M2]->COUNT[i][j-1]). 
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Figure 43 – LTSA Trace showing Terminal Set of States 

This fixes the problem, as evidenced by LTSA safety and progress checks, which 

reveal no deadlocks or other safety errors or progress violations. 

7.6 Modeling Congestion at the Resource Parent 

We have seen how congestion at the key server could create adverse consequences 

for the overall concurrent system. It could be reasoned that this could be expected 

because the key server is responsible for servicing two sets of clients – users and resource 
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parents – and that there may be no adverse effects of congestion at the resource parent, 

since as a server it is responsible for servicing only one type of client – users. To 

determine whether this is true we could model congestion at the resource parent by 

composing the system with a low priority on message accepts by the parent process, i.e. 

at Entry1: 

||Concurrency9 = (USER('replyP1U1) || USER('replyP1U2) 

|| USER('replyP1U3) || USER('replyP1U4) || BUFFER(2,3) || entry:ENTRY1 

|| USER('replyKSU1) || USER('replyKSU2) || USER('replyKSU3) 

|| USER('replyKSU4) || PARENT('replyKSP1) || entry:ENTRY2 || KEYSERVER 

|| cnode[ID]:CNODE) >> {entry.accept[M1]} 

An LTSA safety check reveals no deadlocks or other safety errors but a progress 

check reveals a progress violation. Just as in the case when message accept priority was 

given to Entry1 thereby leading to starvation at Entry2, now there is starvation at Entry1, 

as the system has entered into a terminal set of key server states. 

As can be seen from the last section, starvation at Entry2 is caused when message 

accepts at Entry1 are always given higher priority by the system than message accepts at 

Entry2 when Entry2 message accepts are constrained, and the solution for that problem is 

to prohibit message accepts at Entry1 when the Entry2 buffer is full. This solves the 

problem of congestion at Entry2. Therefore it would seem reasonable that the way to 

solve the problem of congestion at Entry1 is to prohibit message accepts at Entry2 when 
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the Entry1 buffer is full. The following revised definition of BUFFER would then be 

appropriate: 

BUFFER(N1=2,N2=3) = COUNT[N1][N2], 

COUNT[i:0..N1][j:0..N2] = 

(when(i<N1 && j>0) entry.accept[M1]->COUNT[i+1][j] 

| when(i>0) entry.call[M1]->COUNT[i-1][j] 

| when(j<N2 && i>0) entry.accept[M2]->COUNT[i][j+1] 

| when(j>0) entry.call[M2]->COUNT[i][j-1]). 

It turns out that this solution produces deadlock, as reported by an LTSA safety 

check. Therefore the same type of fix does not apply in both situations. The problem of 

congestion at Entry1 is different from the problem of congestion at Entry2 mainly 

because of the role of the parent process as both server and client, and the way in which 

message calls and accepts are handled at an entry type of port. At an entry port, the client 

process blocks until the reply is received, whereas the server process is only blocked 

when there are no client requests pending. When there is congestion at Entry2 the parent 

process is merely a client at the congested port and even if it is blocked in the Entry2 

queue, prohibiting message accepts at Entry1 when the Entry2 buffer is full does not 

conflict with its ability to exit the Entry2 queue at the next opportunity. 

However, the situation is different when there is congestion at Entry1. Now we have 

got to be concerned with whether or not the parent process is blocked waiting for a reply 

in the Entry2 buffer. If it is, then prohibiting message accepts at Entry2 when the Entry1 
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buffer is full (our attempted fix) creates the unique situation where the parent process is 

desperately needed to accept messages in its own full buffer while at the same time it is 

trapped (blocked) in the Entry2 buffer. 

The problem could be solved by keeping track of when the parent process is waiting 

in queue at the Entry2 buffer, and when both buffers are full. When both buffers are full, 

we force the next message accept to be at Entry1 only when the parent process is not 

waiting in queue at Entry2, otherwise we force the next message accept to be at Entry2. 

This can be accomplished by using the Boolean variable pw:T to indicate the presence of 

the parent process in the Entry2 queue, with a value of True if it is the Entry2 queue and 

False if it is not.  

const True = 1 

const False = 0 

range T = False..True 

We also need to split the message set M2 into two parts – one for the user process and 

one for the parent process: 

set M2u = {replyKSU1,replyKSU2,replyKSU3,replyKSU4} 

set M2p = {replyKSP1} 

set M2 = {M2u,M2p} 

We can then use the following revised definition of BUFFER: 

BUFFER(N1=2,N2=3) = COUNT[N1][N2][False], 

COUNT[i:0..N1][j:0..N2][pw:T] =  
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(when(i<N1 && j>0) entry.accept[M1]->COUNT[i+1][j][pw]  

| when((i==2)||(i==1) && !pw) entry.call[M1]->COUNT[i-1][j][pw] 

| when(j<N2 && i>0) entry.accept[M2u]->COUNT[i][j+1][pw]  

| when(j<N2 && i>0) entry.accept[M2p]->COUNT[i][j+1][False]  

| when(j>0) entry.call[M2u]->COUNT[i][j-1][pw]  

| when(j>0 && i>0) entry.call[M2p]->COUNT[i][j-1][True] 

| when(j==0 && i==0 && !pw) entry.accept[M1]->COUNT[i+1][j][pw] 

| when(j==0 && i==0 && pw) entry.accept[M2p]->COUNT[i][j+1][False]). 

LTSA safety and progress checks of the new composition reveal no deadlocks or 

other safety errors or progress violations. Furthermore, when the constraint is changed 

back to congestion at the key server, LTSA safety and progress checks still find no 

deadlocks or other safety errors or progress violations. 

7.7 Modeling Congestion at a Physical Device 

Problems related to network congestion could be anticipated and fixed by allocating 

adequate resources and by applying the techniques represented by the discussions in 

Sections 7.5 and 7.6. However, under the best of circumstances, in our system of 

concurrently executing processes a very significant bottleneck may yet exist. The 

physical devices that are the subject of our physical access control protocol may 

themselves present both safety and progress concerns for the concurrent system. In 

particular, a slow, damaged, or inoperable physical device may increase child node 

response times in both communication directions with respect to its resource parent and 

have a ripple effect that may be felt by other child nodes managed by the resource parent, 
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and may also lead to consumption of valuable key server resources. Therefore the 

composite model must take into account the challenges presented by degraded 

performance and slow response times from the physical devices being managed. 

We model this situation by composing our model with a low priority being placed on 

command synchronization between the resource parent and the child node as follows: 

||Concurrency12 = (USER('replyP1U1) || USER('replyP1U2) 

|| USER('replyP1U3) || USER('replyP1U4) || BUFFER(2,3) 

|| entry:ENTRY1 || USER('replyKSU1) || USER('replyKSU2) 

|| USER('replyKSU3) || USER('replyKSU4) || PARENT('replyKSP1) 

|| entry:ENTRY2 || KEYSERVER || cnode[ID]:CNODE) 

>> {cnode[1].actuateDev}. 

LTSA safety and progress checks for this composition reveal no errors or progress 

violations. However, revisiting the previously addressed constraints of congestion at the 

key server and congestion at the resource parent reveals that the model is no longer 

capable of handling congestion at the key server. In fact LTSA reports progress violations 

when the model is composed to simulate congestion at the key server. 

To fix this problem, we could alternate message accept priority between Entry1 and 

Entry2 in the critical situations when both of their buffers are full. We accomplish this by 

adding a Boolean variable t1P1 in a revised definition for BUFFER: 

BUFFER(N1=2,N2=3) = COUNT[N1][N2][False][True], 

COUNT[i:0..N1][j:0..N2][pw:T][t1P1:T] = 
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(when(i<N1 && j>0) entry.accept[M1]->cnode[ID].chan[M3] 

->COUNT[i+1][j][pw][t1P1]  

| when(i!=0 && !pw) entry.call[M1]->COUNT[i-1][j][pw][t1P1] 

| when(j<N2 && i>0) entry.accept[M2u]->COUNT[i][j+1][pw][t1P1]  

| when(j<N2 && i>0) entry.accept[M2p]->COUNT[i][j+1][False][t1P1]  

| when(j>0) entry.call[M2u]->COUNT[i][j-1][pw][t1P1]  

| when(j>0 && i>0) entry.call[M2p]->COUNT[i][j-1][True][t1P1] 

| when(j==0 && i==0 && !pw && t1P1) entry.accept[M1] 

->cnode[ID].chan[M3]->COUNT[i+1][j][pw][False] 

| when(j==0 && i==0 && !pw && !t1P1) entry.accept[M2u] 

->COUNT[i][j+1][pw][True] 

| when(j==0 && i==0 && pw) entry.accept[M2p] 

->COUNT[i][j+1][False][t1P1]). 

LTSA safety and progress checks now reveal no safety errors or progress violations. 

However, the model now breaks when simulating congestion at a physical device. We 

can fix the model with the following revised definition of Buffer, which allows Parent to 

enter the Entry2 buffer only when neither buffer is full: 

BUFFER(N1=2,N2=3) = COUNT[N1][N2][False][True], 

COUNT[i:0..N1][j:0..N2][pw:T][t1P1:T] =  

(when(i<N1 && j>0) entry.accept[M1]->cnode[ID].chan[M3] 

->COUNT[i+1][j][pw][t1P1]  

| when(i!=0 && !pw) entry.call[M1]->COUNT[i-1][j][pw][t1P1] 
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| when(j<N2 && i>0) entry.accept[M2u]->COUNT[i][j+1][pw][t1P1]  

| when(j<N2 && i>0 && pw) entry.accept[M2p] 

->COUNT[i][j+1][False][t1P1]  

| when(j>0) entry.call[M2u]->COUNT[i][j-1][pw][t1P1]  

| when(j>0 && i>0 && !pw) entry.call[M2p]->COUNT[i][j-1][True][t1P1] 

| when(j==0 && i==0 && !pw && t1P1) entry.accept[M1] 

->cnode[ID].chan[M3]->COUNT[i+1][j][pw][False] 

| when(j==0 && i==0 && !pw && !t1P1) entry.accept[M2u] 

->COUNT[i][j+1][pw][True] 

| when(j==0 && i==0 && pw) entry.accept[M2p] 

->COUNT[i][j+1][False][t1P1]). 

The model now passes all LTSA safety and progress checks for all congestion 

conditions. 

7.8 Modeling a Second Parent for Redundancy 

Congestion at a resource parent can be planned for and addressed by ensuring that the 

model satisfies its intended security requirements as described in Section 7.6. However, 

the possibility of a resource parent becoming completely inoperable must also be 

seriously considered, especially considering that a single resource parent is tasked with 

directly interfacing with the child nodes connected to the physical devices at any given 

location. Therefore it would be desirable to have a second resource parent for 

redundancy, especially when managing physical devices at security critical locations. We 
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could model a second resource parent by first adding a reply channel (to be composed 

with the model) from the key server for the second resource parent: 

PARENT('replyKSP2) 

The messages for the reply channels from the key server to the resource parents 

would then need to be modeled separately: 

set M2p1 = {replyKSP1} 

set M2p2 = {replyKSP2} 

set M2 = {M2u,M2p1,M2p2} 

Buffer again would have to be revised as follows: 

BUFFER(N1=2,N2=3) = COUNT[N1][N2][False][True], 

COUNT[i:0..N1][j:0..N2][pw:T][t1P1:T] =  

(when(i<N1 && j>0) entry.accept[M1]->cnode[ID].chan[M3] 

->COUNT[i+1][j][pw][t1P1]  

| when(i!=0 && !pw) entry.call[M1]->COUNT[i-1][j][pw][t1P1] 

| when(j<N2 && i>0) entry.accept[M2u]->COUNT[i][j+1][pw][t1P1]  

| when(j<N2 && i>0 && pw) entry.accept[{M2p1,M2p2}] 

->COUNT[i][j+1][False][t1P1]  

| when(j>0) entry.call[M2u]->COUNT[i][j-1][pw][t1P1]  

| when(j>0 && i>0 && !pw) entry.call[{M2p1,M2p2}] 

->COUNT[i][j-1][True][t1P1] 

| when(j==0 && i==0 && !pw && t1P1) entry.accept[M1] 

->cnode[ID].chan[M3] ->COUNT[i+1][j][pw][False] 
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| when(j==0 && i==0 && !pw && !t1P1) entry.accept[M2u] 

->COUNT[i][j+1][pw][True] 

| when(j==0 && i==0 && pw) entry.accept[{M2p1,M2p2}] 

->COUNT[i][j+1][False][t1P1]). 

When this new composition of the model is checked with the LTSA tool there are no 

safety or progress violations. Furthermore, the model is backwards compatible with all 

congestion conditions. 

7.9 Concurrency Considerations for Design and Implementation Guidance 

The concurrency analysis that has been presented here is intended not only as an 

assessment of the concurrency related security features of the UPACS protocol, but even 

more importantly it is intended to inform system design and implementation. 

Understanding the security implications of various design and implementation decisions 

is expected to mitigate the risks associated with the concurrent execution of multiple 

processes, some of which could be simultaneously clients to some processes and servers 

to others. 

Among the potential problems to be considered are congestion at the key server, 

congestion at the resource parent, and defects or other peculiarities of the physical 

devices being managed that would affect the efficiency with which their managing child 

nodes could communicate with their resource parents. In such situations, the discussions 

of Sections 7.6 and Sections 7.7 could be of invaluable assistance. And adding a second 
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resource parent for redundancy would help to provide continued support for management 

of physical devices in security critical applications. 

We suggest that any incorporation of new features not contemplated in the current 

UPACS proposal must necessitate re-engagement in an analysis similar to this one in 

order to uncover any new concurrency-related threats that the new features could make 

possible.
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8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The Universal Physical Access Control Protocol provides secure access to remotely 

located physical devices for the purpose of sending them commands designed to control 

their behavior, even if the protocol’s messages must be sent over an untrusted network 

channel. It is characterized by versatility enabled by the employment of a customizable, 

configurable network node (child node) attached to each physical device to be controlled.  

Child nodes can be configured to interface with a wide variety of physical devices both 

present and future, with the ability to interpret a limitless number and variety of 

commands. 

The protocol is also characterized by a comprehensive access rights management 

methodology that restricts the ability to issue device actuation commands to the 

appropriate users, who are permitted to securely re-assign their access rights as they 

require without the need for supervisory interaction. Users are able to register new 

resource parent nodes, which are network servers that can be used to interface with a 

collection of remotely located physical devices. Once registered, a resource parent can 

have child nodes added, deleted or actuated, and the access rights of the system’s users to 

perform these actions could be securely controlled. Use of a formal protocol verification 

tool, Proverif, demonstrates the protocol’s resilience to several known forms of security 

attack, including Attacks on User Privacy and Anonymity, Session Key Security Attacks, 
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De-Synchronization Attacks, Replay Attacks, Eavesdropping Attacks, Denial-of-Service 

Attacks, and User and Server Masquerade Attacks. 

Execution of the protocol requires the concurrent execution of four distinct processes: 

the user, resource parent, key server, and child node processes. Modeling the protocol 

using Finite State Processes (FSP), graphically representing the models using the Labeled 

Transition System (LTS) and analyzing the LTS models using the Labeled Transition 

System Analyzer (LTSA) tool provides rigorously sound verification that the protocol 

could be successfully implemented in several types of harsh environments without being 

adversely affected by the security threats brought about by the demands of concurrency. 

Furthermore, a reference implementation of the protocol shows that it behaves as 

intended, both in terms of functionality and in terms of resilience to security attacks. 

Future work will address the issues raised by contention of multiple UPACS process 

threads for access to shared objects; an extension of UPACS to allow direct connectivity 

of Internet of Things (IOT) devices; and case studies comparing the computational cost 

of UPACS code with that of other access control protocols. 

Multiple process threads often need to access the protocol’s shared objects, and 

though some implementation approaches may make use of languages designed to support 

concurrency, such as Java, other approaches may use languages, such as C, which are not 

concurrency-friendly. Therefore future work will address the security challenges brought 

about by implementation of UPACS in languages such as C. 
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Extending UPACS to be able to allow direct connectivity of IOT devices is also an 

interesting research area. This could be a hybrid model in which some traditional UPACS 

child nodes are replaced with IOT devices, creating a hybrid architecture in which 

resource parent nodes simultaneously control access to some physical devices through 

their configurable controllers (child nodes) and some directly connected physical devices 

(IOT). 

Finally, cost studies can be done to measure the impact of UPACS’ reliance on 

encryption for mutual authentication and secure exchange of information between 

protocol participants. Software can be used to measure code execution times of a 

reference UPACS implementation, and comparisons with implementations of other 

access control protocols can be made to provide useful information on the efficiency of 

the UPACS design.
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Appendix A. Model of User and Server Processes in [45] 
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Appendix B. Proverif Queries and Results for [45] 
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Appendix C. Model of Process Execution in [2] 
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Appendix D. Proverif Queries and Results for [2] 
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Appendix E. Model of Process Execution in [42] 
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Appendix F. Proverif Queries and Results for [42] 
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Appendix G. Model of Process Execution in UPACS 
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Appendix H. Proverif Queries and Results for UPACS 
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